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EOLE&ND *CITY NEWS
THURSDAT,

.

Dtctabcr, 20 1917

NTJMBBft

HOLLAND MAN
WAS WED
FIFTY YEARS

We

Invite

THE SABBATH

UOUNOIL WlU.
SAVE ELEOT&IO
LIGHT JDI01

WWfT ABOUND THE OLOBE; CAN
CITY GOING IN FOB CONSERVASUNDAY OPENING PETITIONS BE
•TILL WALK TWENTY FIVE
TION TO BE EASY ON
CEIVED BY COUNCIL IN ACMILES A DAY.
' COAL
CORDANCE WITH CHABTEB

You and Your

Our

Friends To Enroll In

GRAND HAVEN
WANTS MOVIES ON

PIFTT-Omi

Went to

School Wearing Wooden
Llteljr Campaign On; Queatlona Sub- Oommltt— toMAka a Survey to Loam
Shoee; Also la a 0. A B.
What Stmt Llghta Can Ba
mitted At Begular Spring
Veteran
Eliminated

Election.

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold DeKeytcr of
Whether or not, Grand Haven will
thft Lake Shore are celebrating their
R(Uh wedding anniveiaary surrounded have Sunday moving pictures appear*
their children, grandchildren, and to be about to be thoroughly threshed
out. The first step came when an initgrandchildren.
'Mr. Do Feyter has' had quite an iative petition aigned by over the reventful life. Twice he has sailed required percentage of the voters of

CHRISTMA
CLUB
Which

Provides the Easiest. Simple^ and Surest Plan to Save

FOR

CHRISTMAS.

JODI IT Y0UBS8LF.

W1 WANT TOO! NAME AND INFLUENCE

LET BVEBYONB IN THE FAMILY—
OLD AND YOUNG, THE BABY INCLUDED— BE
BNBOLLED.
TELL YOUE FBIEND8 ABOUT

around the world and there is scarcely a port of any importance where he
Ihas not visited. Mrs. DeFeyter *as
/the daughter of Mr. and Mre. John
Laarman who were among the first little group that sailed with Dr. A. C.

irrry CHBIBTMAS.

Mow

y

/

FOSB.

WE WANT YOU TO SAVE THOSE LITTLE
COINN— THE PENNIES, NICKELS. DIMES—
YES, THE DOLLABS ALSO, THAT YOU TAKE
LITTLE OB NO ACCOUNT OF, AND LET THEM
ACCUMULATE INTO A FUND THAT WILL
TAY FOB PRESENTS AND HELP OUT IN
MANY OTHER WAYS AT CHRISTMAS TIME.

TOUR HR8T

THEN AGAIN, WE WANT TOU TO BECOME
A PATRON OF THIS BANK. WE WANT YOU
TO COMB HEBE AND TO GET ACQUAINTED
-WE WANT TOU TO GET IN THE HABIT NT
COMING HEBE.

,

he saving on electric light. Thay will
the enforcementof tho

which would affoot
Holland
in only a small way anyway,
ening the moving picture houiei of the
but ill make make a survey of tho
city be submitted to a vote of the
city's lighting needs with a vUw of
people.
cutting out as many light as poltiblo
These petitions were placed on filt
without serious inconvenience.
at the meeting last night and in acA committee was appointedby tbt
lightless nights,

tbia will give both aides a chance to

Quite | coincident* happened this be heard by the
week when Mrs. E. R. McDennet living
The meeting

eonneil.

formal request from the board of public

works. The committee, headed by

Aid. Drlnkwater, will confer with tho

was attended by a
in the northern part of the atatf sent representationof miniatem from sever- board and together they will go ovet
her photographto Mr. DeFeyter. Mr*, al of the churches of the rity, who the rity and eut out all lights that eaa
i McDemet was the teacher of Mr. De rame for the purpoac of entering a
be eut out.
Feyter at GrandviOe, Mich., in 1850 protestagainst the Sunday theater pro
One suggestion •was that bracket
and this was at a time when he attind position. The city charter, however,
lights
in the middle of the bloedt be
ed school wearing wooden shoes, and contains an initiative clause, which
was not able to speak a word of Eng- permits a certain percentage of voters eliminated.These lights are very nelish. '
to ask for the institutionof an ordin- cessary in summer time when the triGrand ville eontvaed a school, a ance. Thia is submitted to an election
age fiom the trees is heavy, but they
store, and also a wagon shop which of the voters and if it carries it must
was conducted by John Roost, who lat become an ordinance, notfwithatanding are said not to be so essential when the
er was quite an important figure in the any opinion the council may have up trees are bare.
the city of Hollaii l in connection with on the subject.
There are said to be a considerable
our harbor and ot*n»r civic interests.
Protests or counter petitions,can number of other lights in varioua purte
The two Jenisons had a water-wheel therefore have but little effect upon of the city that can be kept dark
saw at that place with which they saw the propositionas it stands now. Thoswithout inconvenience. The cornmittea
ed up logs and floated then, down tho who submitted the petition for Sunday and the board win recommend that all
Grand River.
movies have enough signers to eom- these be disconnected until the fuel
Mr. and Mrs. DeFeyter have raised within the provision of the charter, shortage i» relieved.
eight children, 24 grandchildren and and the various steps must be carried
On the other hand the council voted
eight great grandchildren.Their out.
to add a light or two in pieces whero
youngest child today, is twenty-live 14 is not likely that the question will they are urgently needed showing that
years eld.
be submitted to the electorsbefore the there is no dispositionto cot down il• Mr. Do Feyter is 75 years old and bis spring election. At the present time,
luminationat the expense of publie
wife has attained the age of 7U.
does not seem to be any insistsafety.
ence from either side for a apeeial elec
Change the Adage
tion before that time. By April it is
likely that a very lively campaign may
be. well under way and that it will not
Wearing your heart on your coat
be without its excitement ^before the
sleeve ia all right, but at present you
SKIN
issue ia finally settled.
had better change the location and
There is some pretty strong opinions
wear it upon your coat lapel in the
on the subject in the cWy and for sev- POSSIBLY DOBS NOT
form of a Red Cross button.
eral weeks the agitation has been on
GOOD ONE EXISTS IN
All sorts of arguments are already be
- HOLLAND.
ing put up by the advocatesof the
plan to permit the theaters to run Sun
days and the opponentsare also com
The Detroit Free Press of Tuesday
bating it vigorously.
in
an editorialwants to know why tht
CANADA TAKES HIM HOWEVER Holland under the charter could also
submit
questions of this kind to the hides of pigs are not convertedinto
AND HOLLAND MAN HAS
people if it chose, if there was a de
leather. They possibly have not heard
GONE TO FRANCE
mand for Mich a move. Sentiment
that right in their own state in the
this city baa never gone strong on Run
Tony Van Dyke of this city is day theaters or other Sunday amuse- city of Holland, S. L. Henkle and
bound to go over the top some way ments for that matter.
John Good are making good leather
For four years he has been in the govfrom the hides of swine and they are
ernment service and for two years he
IF YOU HAS A ION OB A BtOTHEB
also making a lot of it, for which Arserved on the Mexican border during
our ar difficultieswith the Greasers.
mour A Co. of Chicago find a ready
His time of enlistment however was
Supposing you had n eon or a broth
market.
up and he applied for re-enlistment.It er at the front would you •wear a Red
Nothwithriandingthis fact the ediCross
Button
f
Yes
you
wou'.d!
And
seems that he could not meet the rigid
examinationdemanded by the govern- you are! You have made a double torial in the Free Press is very Interment because of some defect in his sacrifice
esting and givei a few facts poeribly
teeth. He was nod satisfied however,
But you guys who are on the side not known to many. The contribution
and went to Canada and his folks have line of the parade throwing your hat
just heard that he has enlisted with in the air wishing God-speedfto some follows:

DETROIT PAPER
WOULD LIKE PIG

MAKES YOU A

FULL FLEDGED
MEMBER. NO FEES-NO FINES-NO TROUBLE.
DEPOSIT

of

coal the city will make an attempt to

common not wai< for

council asking that the question of op

did to Holland.

OUB CHRISTMAS CLUB IS A SlG POPULAR PLAN TO ENCOURAGE YOU AND OTHERS TO CO OPERATE, AND IN A PUBLIC
SPIRITED MANNER SAVE IN A SYSTEMATIC
CONCEITED WAY FOE A LAUDABLE FUE-

WE WANT BVEBYBODY TO JOIN HANDS
AND WOBK TOGETHBB FOB A BIGGEB, MEB-

coal and since electric light is made

Van Raalte to colonise this vicinity.
The DeFeytera op the other hand cordance with the provlaions of the
Mayor last night at the meettag of
came with the ReV. ^ VanderMeulen, charter,a pnblie hearing will be held.
the council to take up tbia work'. Thil
who holds the same relation towards The meeting iwill be held at the court
adtion was taken at a result of aa laZeeland aid vicinityat Dr. VanRaalte home on the night of January 2, and

WE WANT TOU TO BE ONE OF THE HAPPY ONES WHO WILL EBOSXVB A GENEBOUS
SHARE WHEN WE DISTBtSUTE THE BIN
CHRISTMAS FUND.

IT.

the city was presented to the

The city of Holland is about to go
businm o> ita
osn accord. In view of the shortage ia
into tho conservation

FAOTORH8
KNOW

Starts

Monday, December

17,

1917

GOVERNMENT REJECTS

FORMER SOLDIER

First State

Bank
We

thank

all

our customers
sincerely
IF YOU HAVE TO TRAVEL
TO SEE OUR IMMENSE

30 MILES IT

WILL PAY YOU
For

all

the favors

past year

of the

and wish you

Uses of Pigskin
one else’s departing son, are vou wear
In view of the fact that pigskin is
ing a dollar’s worth of Red frosst
you arc notf The postal laws will not valued for certain uses and is known
to be very durable there hae been some
permit our printing the rest.
inquiry as to why, since there is such a
shortage in leather,the skina of tha
25,000,000 skine annuallvslaughtered
„ the United States are not utilised.
It was once supposed that ham and bacon could not be properly cured unless
The annual installationof officers at the "rind” was left on; this, however,
THE GRAND HAVEN STATE
Unity Lodge No. 191 F. and A. M., last has been disproved. It ii only custom
that decrees 'that the pig must appear
HAS INSTALLED A
evening was an event of unusual solmarket with his bristles off and hi*
SYSTEM
emnity. The work of inductingthe hide on, whereas beef aod veal animals
The Grand Haven State Bank has new officers into their various positions are skinned.
contractedfor the installationof a wan combined with a patriotic program Pigskin is used for a variety of purposes, but does not rank as ataple
burglar alarm aystem, of the most imthat included the Red Cross drive and
leather. It is largely employed ia sadproved type, which will assure protection to the bank and to its patrons. various other movements for effective dlery, and for traveling bags and pun, being both good looking and duraThe new device is much more complete war work.
ble.
Some shoes have been made of
than any of the former systems used,
The officers installed were. Percy
and it should be of much more effect,
>igskin as an experiment, but have
Ray, W. M.; Frank J. Congleton, 9. >ecn found conducive to wet feet. The
because of the fact that the least at
tempt to put it out of commision, will W.; E. P. Davis, J. W.; I. Altman, shafts or follicles of the bristle* go enTreasurer; Harry Harrington, Secrc tirely through the skin, making it porstart the alarm going.
The alarm itself is a siren attached tary; arl T. Bowen, 8. D.; Robert ous. The follicles of the hair of the
to the outer wall of the bank, and Leenhouts, J. D.; William Murphy. cow are comparativelyshallow; the
hide is therefore fairly impervkme to
ri the signal can be heard for several
Tyler.
^ blocks. This is attached to vaults by
water.
George K. Phillipsof Grand Rapids Pignkin is largely tanned abroad, la
menas of wires and any attempts what
ever to get into the vault will set off acted aa installingofficer, and he was England chiefly, bealer* declare skin
the alarm. The lines cannot be severed assisted in the work by Leo Caro, also tanned in this country is Inferior, being
tut any point without short-circuiting
poor in color and showing blemishes.
of Grand Rapids. Mr. Caro is said to
The imported skins are used for line
the whistle and starting the noise.
Ty prevent day light robberty,there belong to more lodges than any other goods which are invariably expensive,
^ are many push-buttons 4bout the place man in Michigan.
the duty being very heavy.
Many departments of the United
anyone of which Will start the airen
Borne highly patrioticaddresses were
States governmentare investigating
going, and call help to the bank. The
delivered by these two men and JLy
varioua fields of public utility, searchnew system will be installed about
others on the program. Dr. B. B. God ing for methods of supplyinghome
January first.
the Canadian troops at Toronto and U
going to France very shortly and there
is no doubt that with such display of
spirit he wiU be heard from, going
over the top in France.

WHISTLE BLOWS

•

WHEN BURGLARS
ENTER BANK

PATRIOTISM'S
KEYNOTE OF
THE GATHERING

BANK
NEW

Holiday Line
We

your holiday

JOYOUS

HEADQUARTERS FOR

CHRISTMAS

save you from ten to thirty per cent on

all

purchases.

Come
And

early and avoid the rush.

bring your friends with you to

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

SEASON
A.
1

PETERS

East Eighth Street and Central Avenue

and 10c
Store and
Bazaar

5

PartPaad Cracery
185 liver

Ave.

Pfcoae

1014

The Treemer of Pillmore Townihip »il4
rolled Uxee during December and Jonuurjr
at the following deeignated places:
Dec. 17— At Hartgerink'eitore at May.

Deg.

18

— At Oraafechapat Tien

gen

CHAS. St.
DYKSTRA
Citx.

A

Rut-

itore.

Dec. 10— At East Saugatuck, at Lubber*
A Go. Store.
Dee. 20— At Pillmore, WiU Klele’ itore.
Jan. 2— At Hnrtgerinki.
Jan. 8 — At Oraafechap.

A FINE LOT OF HOLIDAY CANDIES.

Phone 1112

frey acted as toastmaster.The prln wants from home producte or obtaining
cipal speaker of the evening was Capt supplies or substitutes from new
John Smith. He appeared in full uni sources.Some supposed-to-be-valuelee*
fiberi and cheimcal product*have thru
SupposingVander Woude, Cobb, Irv- form of the United State* Navy. Cap
tain Smith is in the recruitingservice experimentation, been found of much
ing, Prins, Leenhouts, Biemersma,Rutfor the navy in Grand Bapids and his worth. Should our scientiilc experta
gers, Van Ark, Moody, Poppe, Whelan
take up this question of overcoming
—or any of tho 200 or more Holland address was ringing with patriotism.
Other speakers were Arthur Van the porosity of pigskin, and discover
boys now at the front — returned home
some process of tanning or after treatwounded in battle, how would you Duren, Rev. J. F. Bowerman and Pather Wm. Wykhoff. About 125 were (meat to that end,
substitute for
greet them without a Red Cross Butpresent at the gathering. In the course leather, which is beeomingjncrcasingljr
ton!
of the evening a canvass -was made of scarce, fihght be provided. The field
o
f
is one that should invite their efforts,
The committee on poor reported the thoee present for ChristmasRed Cross
memberships, and if anyone was over- The disappearance of the great oattls
expenditure of $79 for temporary re
looked it was not the fault of the can- ranges of the west and the number of
lief during the past two weeks.
vassers. No one was approachedwho farmers who arc raising grain Inst
Or —
did
not prompt!* produce the neces- 1 of etoek, taken in connection
Buy aa electric*! present this year.
dollar for*a membership,to that 'present altitude of
eating will give a considerable '' have
have eri
created a great
Buy an alactrical present tMf year. the meeting
er, ai well at of mei
boost to this

How

TAX MOTIOZ

FOR
THE

Central Avenue and 16th

»

Holland,Mkh.

iiunaanuiuHiHi

HIP

B. Steketee’s

Jan. 8— At Lubbers.
Jan. 9 — Fillmore at Will Kle», from
9 to 3 o’clock.
Friday!at my residence.
P.

W. MULDER,

R, R. I, Holland, Mick.

Would You Greet Them?

-

-

a

-

wy

i.

rioi

two

Holland City News
i'

MONSTER BILL AT
DROPS DEAD WHILE
THE KNICKERBOCKER
SHOV]
[OVELINO PATH
The Knickerbocker managementat
the request of many of the patrons it
going to start next week a high class
vaudeville policy giving five big cityBIZ.
nets of the best vaudeville material to
While shoveling a path in the yard be had. In addition do the vaudeville
of his home shortly after the noon n big feature photo production will be
hour Saturday, Gerard Verburg, a re- run with each vaudeville.Manager
ZEELAND.
tired farmer living at 181 West 17th Ogden says he will have none of the
IDirk D. Dc Tree of the Zeeland Fuel street, dropped dead as
result of regular moving picturea but each proAftd Lime Co., left this week for an heart failure. The deceased was 76 duction will be a production in itself.
extended trip to California.Mr. De years old, having been born in the With stars of world- wide renown and
Proo expects to return to Zeeland af- Netherlands on February8, 1841.
reputation.Matinees will be given
ter spending a few months visiting
For many years Mr. Verburg lived every Tuesday, Thursday and KatuYpoints of interest there.
on a farm on the Drenthe road, about day with prices at 15 and 25 cents on
Eli Bouwena and Harry Petrolje of a half mile east of Holland. Some Saturdaysschool children will be adtBorculo, who left for Nebraska two years ago he retired from active farm- mitted for ten cents. Vaudeville acts
months ago returned home this week ing and came to make his homo in Hol- will be changed every Monday nad
after visiting with relatives and land. He was the first janitor of the Thursday. Photoplays* will be changfriends in Adams and Firth, Neb.
Peoples’ State Hank, which position ed every Monday, Wedneadav and Friday.
•Martin Languis who is receiving he filled for a number of years.
“treatments at Ann Arbor, is spending
Renders of "The Saturday Evening
He is survived by a widow and five
a few days with relativeshere.
children—Simon, .lolm, Johannes, Dave Post" who remember with delight the
R. 0. Wells, who has been employed and Mrs. John Do Goode. The funer- Lawreneeville School stories, will be
in the ah oping room of the Wolverine al was held Wednesday afternoon delighted to hear that the first of the
Furniture Company for several months at 1:30 from the home and at 2 o’clock series "The Varmint," has been ndnpthas eevered his connections with that from the 4th Reformed church, Rev, ed for the screen by Paramount and
firm and is again acting in the capac- Brockstra officiating.
will be shown on Monday and Tuesity of local Fere Marquettestation
day, Dec. 24 and 25 at the Knickeragent.
bocker Theater with Jack I'ickford, inMAN PICKS
Mrs. Wm. Westrate left Monday
imitable portrayer of juvenile roles as
FUNERAL SERMON AND
mfton for Fort Ogelthorpe, Ga., where
ALSO HIS PALLBEARERF Dink Stover, popularly known as “The
•ahe will spend an extended visit with
Varmint."
her husband,1st Lieut. Westrate who
As a special holidai attraction for
A series of unique coincidences hnr
ia stationedin toe 17th Company. Dr. come to light in the demise of G. Ver- Wednesday and Thursday Manager
Westrate is a local graduate of the burg, who dropped dead from heart Ogden announcesDougins Fairbanksin
medical department of the University disease while shoveling a path in th? his new ArtcYaftpicture, “Down to
of Michigan and was recently commis- back yard of his home. Two brothers Earth,” written by himself and adaptsioned as First Lieutenant.
who preceeded him died from heart ed to the sereen by clever little Anita
• William Albrightof Zutphen is ser disease,the one expiring in a chair and Loos, John Emerson, producer of preiously ill.
the other collapsing upon the barn vious Fairbanka-Aimaff triumphs,

OERAEO VBRBUEO DIED 8A TUBDAY AT AOB OF SEVENTY-

Christmas Selections

a

Slippers for Christmas

i

OWN

The pupils of the Zeeland school for lloor. Mr. Verburg 's oft expressed again pilots the activities of the enerChristian Instruction will give their wishes that he might die suddenly and getic !»tnr in this production with notnChristmas program Thursday evening, that he might pass away before his ble results. In fact, it is freely preat 7:45 p. m. in the First Christian wife, were fulfilled.He also had se- dicted that “Down to Earth’’* is unReformed church. The younger pupils lected the text for the funeral sermon doubt cdly the greatest Fairbanks
will give several preliminarynum* and bad chosen his sons as palllienrers. screen vehicle ever given the popular
bora after which the older pupils will
star, the reason for this, no doubt, bereader the sacred Christmascantata,
ing the fact that he wrote it himself,
IS
"The Song of the Angels." The entire
incidentallyadding to his accomplish<oaatata, including all choruses and solo
ments.
{parti, has been memorised and the acThe story of the photoplay tells of a
Word has reached Holland .lint the typical American youth whose “wan•rtwtipanimcnt of the piano, violin and
«w<lo will add to the success of the Rev. Melvin Verne Oggel, pastor of derlust” and idea of living close to naprogram.
the church of New Palta, New York, ture are not in accord with the views
‘’^The rime of Jacob’s Trouble" is
of life assumed by his sweetheart, an
•the subject of the lectureon the Great has been commissioneda chaplain in ambitious society bud. Bridge parties,
TTribulalioa to be delivered Thursday the American army. Upon the receipt matinee dances, tea parties ann sump
wrehing at the Second Reformed of the appointmentMr. Oggel immed- tuous dinners are the important factors
in Zeeland by 0. W. VanOsdel,
iately resigned his pulpit and began in the pretty girl’s social career and
®. D. pastor of the Wealthv Avenue
these occupy too much of her time for
Baptist Temple, Grand Rapids. He is preparations for his entrance into the wanderingamidst God’s country in the
a foremost bible expositorand has service. He is expected in the eity great outdoors. How the peristent
r‘Wn secured by the Young Men’s Bi- soon for a few days’ vacation prior to youth takes her awav from her surleaving for camp.' As yet it is unto give the second of a serroundingsand wins her over to hS«
iate off Bible Lectures to be given the known where he will be 'stationed.
way of thinking despite herself offers
Rev. Oggel is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
foung people of Zeeland during the
one of the most amusing topics the
J. P. Oggel of this city. He attended
Vinter months.
screen has yet displayed. Many climes
Hope College for two years, after are visited nnd many surprises are preThe National Red Cross ________
memhershii
hip
rdukre will be opened at Zeeland Wed- which he took up a literarycourse in sented in typical Fairbanks style,
the University of Michigan,graduat* vwtifty evening with a public mass
ranging in variety from doing a hand» mtaliog ia #ne of the churches. Among ing from that institutionin 1911. He stand on mountain precipice 8,000 feet
was
graduated
from
New
Brunswick
t the -apeak cm will be Hon. G. J. Diekabove sen level to teaching a hipi»opo-

Oh! The Very Thing!
‘f

Why

all this

4

worrying and puzzling over what to give, the comflest,

coziest, gifties kind of present, something that just

a

warm

them

fireside

in the soft

and cheery comfort-is a pair of slippers.
padded soles that are

leather soles and heels. Juliet or
fur or
If

ribbon. All colors and

you have a

seems to go with

pair of

shoes

for aChristmas Gift we can

restful

We

t

have

and noiseless and with

Comfy Styles of

felt,

trimmed with

sizes.

purchase

to
fit

either

you and save

for your

own use

or

you money.

HOPE GRADUATE
APPOINTED CHAPLAIN

•

ama

of Holland, and Rev. P. P. Cheff
of that eitv There will be special
moaie for the evening. The quota of
. new members assigned to Zeeland is
Jl,00b and it is hoped that before tha
week ends Zeeland will go over the
fttfL The business men are cooperating
with the local committee in making
. the drive a success.
rJO,*-

"HAMILTON
The weather has been rather disagreeahle Vf Ute tmt we can sty the
roxds are getting rather nice for the
sleighs and cutters.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bilickkersof Dia-

uni

Sfirj&gv called on Friends in Hoi-

ilaad over

Sunday and took dinner with

Mix.

W. Butler.
Janof Rutgers made a business trip
lo Allegan Saturday.
Oar aew barber, 'Albert Kaper from
^Holland has come &*

-Andrew Bergsma

last.

is on the sick list.

Enterprise Shoe Store
210 River Avenue

Holland, Michigan

RESENT/
THAT WIU PLEASE

Theological Seminary in 1914, after
tamus the famous Fairbanks smile. The
which he assumed the pastorate of the
Knickerbockeradvertis^m-ntappears
New Paltz church. Ht^is well known in this issue and is worth reading.
in the denominationns a pulpit orator
of more than ordinary ability. 8o far
as is known Rev. Oggel is the first former Hope student to receive a chaplaincy. Indications arc, however, that
others will be appointedsoon.
Perhaps the best worked out organ-

w

"MACHINE” AS
STRONG AS AN
ENGLISH "TANK”

ization that has ever been formed in
Holland for any move is the one that
has been affected for the Red Cross
The pupils of Miss Grace Koning Drive. So well has the machine for
gave a music recitalSaturday after- canvassing the city been built that it
noon, twenty pupils taking part. The
seems impossible that any person can
guests were the parents of the pupils.
The program consisted of duets, trios be overlooked.
The house-to-house canvass will be
and quartets,with solos making up the
last nart of the program. Janet De made by school sections with the folGrant gave a reading. In one duet and
lowing organization: Longfellowschool
in the quartets two pianos were used.
Miss Koning is a graduate of the De- —Territory:all that section south of
16th and east of River and Michigan
troit Conservatory of Music.
-jo:
Committee: President, Charles Dyk-

RECITAL GIVEN BY
MUSIC PUPILS

--

-

Ackerman is

J

>

7

Christmas Presents
That Are Useful

ive

Here Are A Few Suggestionsof Useful Presents
for Yourself or

Any Member
Sledfi,

of the

Family.

Expresi Wagons, Air Guns, Rifles,Flash Lights, Jack Knives,

Pen Knives, Shears, Scissorg, Razors. Safety Riiorg, Rnor Strops,
planning on
stra, Secretary G. W. Hoovers, with
unoviBg to Holland with his family.
Hones, Alarm Clocks, Carpenter Took, Wringerc, Wash Machines,
Prin. Sue Parks. Van Hnalte SchoolIN
<L S. Jarrics is viaitiiig in Holland
Nkkte Plated Wire, G finite Ware, Etc, tad many other wares we
Territory:South of 16th, west of MichCar an indefinitetime.
Nettie Slankey of this place was
igan and River; Committee — Pres.
can save you money on.
united in marriage with Mr. Heuritt of
Mrs. T. Kuipers; sec. W. K. Winter;
Jkllegan.
Allegan county stands far, very far
The town is rather dull being without down the list of Michigan counties in with Prin. Mildred Drescher. Lincoln
A jar a! market.
Red Cross membership—fifth from the Si’hool— Territory: north of 16th, east
Mm. G. Rutgers and family were bottom. This is entirelydifferent from of College; committee: Pres Mrs. G.
called to the home of her son-in-law, her record in all other war activities. Ter Vree; sec., Mrs. Mac Ingham; with
^Andrew Bergsa by illness last Sunday. An effort is making for one million
Prin. Clara McClellan. F'roebelSchool
new members in the fitato of Michigan,
and 6,000 of these have been allotted —Territory: north of 16th, between
DRENTHE
phone
13
16th
Holland. Michiiton
River and College; committee: Pres.
to Allegan county.
Thi-1 Daining who has been visiting
The names of chairmen nnd their ad F’red Beeuwkes; sec. Mrs. Amy DePree,
:a£ the home of his parents here for a
dresses in the vicinity of Holland in
few day* left for Ebenezer Monday Allegan county who are going to put with Prin*. Minnie Rowaan. Washingaighl. where he will spend a few days
ton School— Territory: north of 16th,
their shoulders to the wheel in behalf
.*t ibe home of Mr. and Mm. Henry
of this noble cause are the following: west of River. Committee: Pres. F'r.
®oeve after which he will leave fo’r
Laketown — Gerrit Hctmeveld, Hol- Win. Wykhoff; sec., Mrs. W. J. West APPOINTMENTS (MADE TO HELP
•Orand Rapids.
land Route 1.
veer, with Prin. Anna Dehn. High
REGISTRANTS FILL OUT
Miss Mary Nagclkirk has returned
Fillmore — Henry Saggers, Holland
School — Prin. C. E. Drew, chairman;
Lome after spending a few days with Route 6.
QUESTIONNAIRES
TIRE TROUBLES”
her relativesand friends in Fremont
l*r
Overiscl— Peter Lnngelnnd,Ho’land, Junior High, Prin. Minnie K. Smith,
cently at the home of her sister, Miss
Route 9.
chairman. All these officials are but
«Clar Vis in Grand Rapids.
Ganges— Rims el Knox, Pen nv ills.
heads of committees, all the teachers The Legal Advisory Board appointed
Bert. Roelofs, principalia our school
Clyde — Marc Hutchinson,Fennville.
forming members of the respective by Governor Sleeper some time ago,
baa rented the farm of his moth *.
Mrs. L. Faith Nevens, Douglas and
Mrs. Derk Roelofs.The farm is located
committees.
The parents and teach- consultingof Hon. G. J. Diekema,
Saugatuck.
one mile west and one mile south from
Judge Crow and Att. Walter I. Lillie
Fennville— Mrs. Anna Holly.
ers will cooperate in the drive.
here. The exact date when he will
Hamilton— Mrs. C. A. Rose.
The fraternal organizations are now of Grand Haven, has appointed the folmove to the fann is not known vet,
Mrs. Hazel Anderson,R. 8, Holland planning to have a 100 per cent mem lowing attorneys to nRsiat the board as
.-but it will probably be in June.
(Laketown).
bership in their orders. The chairmen associate members in the work of givAlbert Kiomenberg visited with relMiss Mary Lubbers, East Saugatuck. for the committees are: Masonic, Percy
u.*tives and friends in Fremont the
Mrs. Ruth Fairbanks, R. 5, Holland, Ray; Elks, A. Van Duron; Woodmen, ing advice to ergistrnutsin making out
|Mst week.
(Fillmore).
Jaa. Buttles; I. 0. 0. F., Wm. Thomp- the questionnaires: George E. Kollen,
Bernie Vauden Ileide our mail-car
Miss Inez Lloyd, New Richmond. son; K. of P., E. P. Davis; Eagles. Charles H. McBride, Arthur Van Dur*
tier from Route 4 experienced t sad
Saugatm-k,Roy McDonald, Douglas. Wm. Witt; Maccabees,Guy Pond; H.
en, Daniel Ten Cate, Fred T. Miles,
Talk No. 1; “An Epoch-Making Discovery”
tYip one day last week on his return
Manlius, (south of river) M. J. Orr, 0. H., Wm. Lawrence.
•'to Zeeland. About eight miles out
Raymond Visscher, Thos. N. Robinson,
Fennville.
The Men’s F'ederationof Bible Class.from Zeelaml ho broke his <-utter due
Manlius (north of river) John Lub- es has organizedfor the drive under G. W. Kooyers, Clarence Lokker, Isaac
to bare places on the road. He walked
bers, East Saugatuck.
the general leadership of Pres. C.. De Marsilje, W. 0. Van Eyck, G. Van
to town and arrived ithe.e at about 7
Heath, L. J. Klinkers, Hamilton.
Kos'ter. Each president of each class 8chel4en, Luke Lugers and laaac
In the evening. A farmer who was
will be chairman for his own class and
on his way to Zeeland took the home TEN FROM COUNTY
Kouw, all of Holland; Jay Denllerder
an attempt will be made to get every
Will run on a gallon of fuel, how long the hearings will' last without
And cutter along to bis home.
LEFT SATURDAY TO DO
member to sign the Red Cross member- and Cornelius Roosenraad of Zeeland;
attention,and just about how many years of service may be expected
Mrs. W. VandenWerp opent Monday
THEIR PENALTY whip cards.
Fred McEachronof Hudsonville;Alwith relatives in Grand Rapids.
with IfdinTry cared tran9misa,on’a8SUmiu8 tb«*t parts will be handled
Harry Atchinson,Bber Thnrkettle, Henry Winter and F’rank Bolhuii arc bert E. Bosch of Jamestown.
‘ Henry Mast who has been enjoying
in
charge
of
the
factory
work.
It
will
-* two weeks’ vacation at the home of Andrew Brockema, William Wildorf,
The members of this board will give
Every automobiles knows the umertainityof the adjustments.
his parents will again be employed as Walter Wiebcngn, Albert Atkins and be their duty to aecure canvassers in advice to the registrants free of any
I ositive mileage guarantees are a “will o’ wispf’ subject to legions of
all
the
factories
and
make
arrange/arm baud for the summer by L. Brow- Charles Peterson left Saturday morn
‘f* and and*. The test of time is the test that tells and the fact reing for Ionia to begin their terms at ments for addresses in all the institu- charge in regard to the proper way of
er.
mains that after years of use the onc big spot in the otherwise sucM5*s Maude Ver Hulst visited in the reformatory. They were accom tions. Every factory will be thorough- answering the numerous questions in
cessfullydeveloped modern automobile is the tire. It ia the “flv in
ly
canvassed..
The
speakers
secured
for
panied by Sheriff Dornbos and Patrol
the questionnaires. Moreover in many
JHelland the paat Tuesday.
the ointment"— the last remainingbarrierto the perfect enjoyment
K. Lanning made his last tri men Klumple and Boomgaard of Grand the factory meetings are: A. Van Dur- sections the registrantscan be assisted
of the pleasure car, and 1^0% efficiency in the business truck.
cn, Henry Geerlings, Judson Michmer
Haven
city
jioliee
department.
William
Tuesday with his auto truck to Gran
Why! The answer is easy. Simply oecause every pneumatictiro
by
the
school
teachers.
shuizen,
G.
J.
Diekema,
J.
A.
Kelley,
Bapids for the -winter. He plans to Hanson, Fi. W. De Puew and Charles
—no ma ter what make, or how “good" it may be in design, materials
Henry Winter, F. T. Miles, A. H.
Two
batches of questionnaires have
Scott
who
were
sent
to
Jackson
pris*use it Uie city however to deliver his
nnd workmanship— is at the mercy of the air-filledinner tube. Puncon were accom |raniedthere by Deputy Landwehr, Henry Pelgrim, Jr., Dr been sent out by the local ‘board, and
produce.
tures and “blow-outs" have always been the bug-bears of motoring.
Sheriff Oscar Peterson and County A. Leonhouts, Prin. C. E. Drew, Charles others are to go from day to day until
Boelof Bredeweg of Holland was a
These heretofore inevitable incidents of air-filledtires have cos* milH. McBride, F\ Bolhuis, and Prof. E. the supply is exhausted. ’ The board is
Clerk
Orrie
J.
Sluiter.
Drenthe viaitor on Monday.
lions in extra expense, and caused eountilesa accidents, delsvs and
Dimnent. These speakers will be util practicallycaught up with the work,
John Klomp who has been visiting
worries— happily this is now ended by ESSEN KAY.
A
special election will be hehl in ized in the factories or anywhere else and it would be entirely caught up if
relatives in Fremont for a week re
it were not for the fact that the supply
Otsego, Monday, Dei1. 31, to decide where they may be needed.'
turned home Tuesday.
Th committee to canvass the busi- of envelopes sent by the government
whether the villaee shall be incorpor
Mrs. Albert Boelofs is on the sick
att'd as a city under the manager form ness places, offices, stores,is composed was short, so that all the work could
lint, -while John Slik, who was injured
of government. It is proposed that of the following: W. J. Olive, presi- not be completed. As soon as the en«o seriouslya short time ago is improvfrom fifteen prominent businessmen dent; Bert Slagh, secretary; John 01- velopes come however the local school
ing rapidly.
of the town nine shall be chosen char- ert, Wm. Vander Ven, Arc’nd Siersma teachers stand ready to come to the asGeneral
MICH.
Rumora that two marriages will
sistance of the board members. This
ter commissioners.Between now nnd and Nick Hofsteen.
here this week have been
The publicitycommittee is composed is found to be a great help, and it is
election day the history pf other similP. S. Read my Essenkay talks every week.
the exact, facta are not
ar propoaals and experiences are to be of J. B. Mulder, B. A. Mulder and because of their aid that the board has
cleaned the decks.
Arnold Mulder.
investigated.
rCfcarlie

>

ALLEGAN COUNTY
BEHIND
RED
CROSS MEMBERSHIP

WE WILL KEEP THEM

TILL CHRISTMAS

FOR YOU.

ZOERMAN
HARDWARE
1676
St.
W.

LEGAL BOARD ADDS
MANY ASSOCIATES
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ESSENKA Y
“ENDS

NO

Doubles Tire Mileage

Punctures
Story

of

NO

Blowouts

Essenkay

|

WILLIAM ARENDS

Agent.

CONKLIN,

A

Neat

Holland City
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\

’
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WINNER

IN

THE

LAND CAS&
WIN COMPLETE VICTOEY

IN

CONTROVEBY OVEY TRANSFER
OF PROPERTY
Judge Crou has rendered a decision

You will enjoy the

big

savings of several dollars on bur

in the case of the Holland Aniline Co.,
vi. Frank Webber and Annie Webber.

Most Ladies

The ca«e is a complete victory for the
Aniline company, and the defendants
are requested by the terms of the judgment to convey the abstract of title to
land over which the litigation arose to
the Aniline Co. upon the pavement to
the plaintiffof the amount tendered

NEW COATS,

SUITS. DRESSES. SKIRTS, WAISTS,

Wait for

All Greatly

and Buy

conveyanceof the title must be made
within thirty' days after the judgment
was rendered. Moreover the plaintiff

Here

will recover the costs.

ior

company paying $100 to clinch the

Values,

Several hundred ladies bought here Saturday, the

day of our

Largest

bargain and agreeing to pay the bal-

Choice,

There was aome controversy when

Hundreds

the company started to build its fac-

company was

to

finally allowed

Newest

the

equal bargains still on our racks, get your

DRESI

pert

We

Will

Take Your Liberty Bond Same As Cash

Service and

Always
at

Always the Newest Styles and Lowest Prices

ttrOondi0

a Saving.

The French Cloak Store
Holland. Michigan

Where Most Ladies Buy

the property.

’

of

You can make your best investment right now.

Styles, Ex-

number of meetings between the company’s representativeand the Webbers
in regard to the transfer of the prop
erty, but the final upshot of it was
that the terms of the written agreement were not modified. The Webbers were inatructed to perfect title
and produce an abstract showing good
title and deliver the deed, whereupon
they would receive their money from
the company.-This the Webbers failed
to do, and in February of this year the
Webbers’ attorney notified the com
pany that the option was withdrawn
and gave the company notice to vacate

sale.

share of them.

build

the track over the land. There were a

first

Many~ more will buy here this week.

ance upon the delivery of the deed and
title.

Now On

Sale

Our Super-

agreed to sell the land for $4,500,the

but

Reduced In Our

Semi-Annual Clearance

Because of

The controversy arose over the *«nd
on which a sidetracthas been built to
the Aniline factory.In May, 1916, the
Wefobers signed and acknowledgedan
. option by the terms of which they

tory and lay ita sidetrack

BATH ROBES, PETTICOATS and FURS

Our Sales

the Webbers on March 19, 1917. The

abstract of

warm durable

On March 19, 1917, the company tendered to the Webbers the sum of $4,448.77, the balance due on the purchase
price and the interest to date. The
Webbers refused to accept the money
and declined to sign the deed. It was
then that the suit was started.
Judge Cross sets forth that the company had expended large sums of money in constructing its plant, relying
upon the defendants to carry out their
part of the agreement and that the
land covered in the contract are necessary for sidetracks to the plant. Fo
that reason, the judgment declares, the
defendants are stopped from declarini;
their agreement unenforceable, even if
the defendantshad the power to do
so. The judgment declares the defend
ant* in fault in not furnishing an
abstract showing good title as required
by the option and therefore could not
withdraw the option. The company
accepted the offer, the document foci

Cv'

The

on .agreedto pay the price asked, mado
a tender of the amount due and is
therefore entitled to a conveyance
from the Webbers.
The attorneys for the company were
Via*cher& Robinson of this eitv and as
sociated with them was Att. Charles R.
Wilkes of Allegan. Att. Harry F.
Chase of Grand Rapids handled the
case for the Webbers.

Gift

That Is

SOCIETY NEEDS
$250.00 FOR
THE CITY’S POOR
The Holland Social Service

Everlasting

Society

needs $250 in cash to cover the city at

Christmastime with their ',Yuletide
benefactions.This announcement was
made by the officials of the society
Tuesday. Since everythingnow goes
by “allotments,”this is Holland’s “al
lotment” to take care of its poor. So
far the committee has exactly ISO,
which will show how much must be donated if the poor are to be taken care

Don't Waste Your

Money This Christmas

on useless lifts Use the money that would otherwise buy a mere trinket, as a first payment
on a good piano- A FAMILY GIFT that will make every day a Christmas Day. Pay the balance as you and your family enjoy the instrument.

of.

DONT PUT

Moreover this money is needed at
once. Christmascomes in less than a
week and the money that is donated

IT

OFF.

Christmas Shoppinj

Is

DratoinjTo A Close.

at the laat minute will not’ be a* effective as that which is given now,

the committee announces. Money
needed to

fill

up

is

the Christmas baskets

A great many things
by merchantsand other citizens, good things to eat and good
things to wear. But the society always aims to put a balanced assortwith provisions.
will be donated

ment of provisions in each basket. For
that reason a good many things, have
to be bought each year, to fill in. Experience in other years has shown that
fully $250.00 will be necessary for this

Victor

A

Records

The

NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE

proved

its

worth

in this

town

has

lor over forty years.

THIS RUBY MACHINE Oneoflhe New Home
Makes, GUARANTEED, PRICE 135.00.

thia year.

The society also solicits clothes and
other things. To make it easy for the
public, the Society will hold open
house in the City Rescue Mission all

Practical Gift

Are Splendid Gifts
4000 To Select From.

Buy her one

for

Christmas.

She’ll appreciate

a

it.

day Friday.
Officials will

be on hand to receive

bundles, and too much cannot be con-

tributed.The Society is trying hard
to faake thia a cheerful Christmas for
the city’s poor, and this can be done
only if the people come aertts.
Money donationscan be made at
any time either to Henry Geerlings at
the Firat State Bank or to Jacob Lok-

This Genuine

VICTROLA EASY TERMS

If

DESIRED

ker at the Lokker-Rutgers store.

BOY SCOUTS WILL HELP
They Will Take Big Part

in

Red Cross

Drive.

Under the leadership of Andrew Hyma, the local 'boy ecouts are going to
do their part in the Red Cross Mem-

that began in earnest
yesterdaymorning. The boy scouts
bership drive

will make themselves useful inva number of ways. They will deliverdodgers
run errands, deliver packages and do
such other odd jobs as may be neces-

wy.

_

_

Lieut. Declan Whelan left Saturday

*

win

at the old price

Meyers Music House
17

WEST EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

FAOBfOUl

Holland CfryTlewi

LOCALS

Lieut. Declan Whelan who left for Friday evening Mrs. Charles LusOn account of the coal akortage the
Ouster last Saturday has been comb, and Mrs. Madge Luscomb-Jones passenger P. M. train to Chicago leavBert Van Putten, foraarlr of Hoi- attached to a machine gun outfit there, j entertained at their home, 376 Pine ing Holland at 5:43 in the morning
tlnd, died at his home in Byron Centre He is in a unit acting independently avenue, with a 7 o’clock dinner in hon
and the train from Chicago arriving at
after an illneu with blood pouon. The in the division. Mr. Whelan is the onlv or of Messrs. Herman and Ernest Vo- 9:46 in the forenoon have been taken
funeral was held Monday. The one from his regiment at Fort Sheri- land who have enlisted in the navy. off. The train leaving for Muskegon
deceued leaves a wife and’ five chi) dan to be assigned to a machine gun The rooms were decoratedwith flags at 5:15 in the morning will not go to
dren, besides his parents,Mr. and Mra outfit and he is considered fortunate and the center piece on the table con- Pejriwater as formerly, going only as
Alt Van Putten; also three brothers to get this place in the service.
sisted of a small ship trimmed with far as Musekogn.
and five sisters.
The Pere Marquette train between
A Christmas fruit cake four feet in flags and lighted with small candles,
Orrie Hop of Beaverdam was serious diameter, one foot high and weighing surrounded with small flags. The col- Allegan and Holland is running more
ly injured when he fell a distance of 360 pounds, was completed
npli
in the kit- or scheme of red, white and blue was regularly this winter than heretofore.
14 foet from the hay mow. He was en- chen of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel at carried out in the refreshments.Cov- A snowplow is attaiched to the engine
gaged in throwing down some hay, New York and will be sent to France ers were laid for five, the guests be- continuously and even during the heavy
when he slipped and fell upon the as part of the dessert for the Christ- Miss M. Voland, Messrs. E. Whaley, H. storm recently,little time was lost.
barn floor. His right shoulder was mas dinner to be served by the Y. M. i Voland and E. Voland. Dancing and Former winters it generally took a
badly wrenched and he will be confined C. A. to American soldiersand sailors c»rd« were a feature of the evening’s few days to get a train thru owing to
to his bed for some time.
the deep Fillmore cut.
about Paris. The i amusement.
The first basketball game of the sea- cake is the gift of a wealthy guest a!
A hero is a young man who gets
Mr. Deacon of the Hope College De•on was played at Wyngarden ’s hall on the hotel.
partment of Music started his sec- married because his best girl told him
Friday night when the Zeeland high
The Michigan Ginseng Growers’ as- ond term in vocal lessons Tuesday and that it was possiblefor two to live %•
•ehool team met the newly organized
sociationwill meet in Grand Rapids in Wednesday. Those desiring times with chaaply as one.— Ex. The editor must
Toung Men’s Aathletic Association of February and about 100 growers from Mr. Deacon can apply to Prof. J. B. hate resurrectedthis joke from a file
that city. The high school team proved
copy from before the war.
all parts of the state are expected.One Nykerk.
an easy victor in the contest winning matter that will come before the asLewis Kleinhoksel,Edward Haan
Private C. Van Lierop of Fort Ogleby a score of 44-15.
and Arthur Heuer, who enlistedin Dr.
sociation will be the establishment of thorpe, Georgia, was recently
it IV awarded
The December number of “Service,” permanentheadquarters in Grand Bap two prises of $5 each for winning two Hmith's division of the medical branch
the magazine published by the United
of the military sc. vice last spring left
ids with a sellingagency there.
foot "races for his regiment. Van
Agency in Chicago, contains a Christ.Lierop enlistedfrom Hope College Iasi Saturdaymorning for Fort McPherson,
Farmers
north
of
Holland
in
the
vimas “Greetings” to the friends of the
Georgia for further trainingprior to
Mayi
United Agency, written by Hon. A. cinity of New Holland and West Olive
leaving for Europe.
A baby at the home of L. Hendrikse The Hope students at Camp Custer
Yisscher, the president,and an article have thru theehing their beans and the
yield
hss
been
figured
at
an
average
at
Olive
Center
was
burned
severely
ournru
;
f##t ri|ing from
During
ebtitled, “Taxes on Individual Inof
ten
bushels
to
the
acre.
Even
with
while
playing
around
a
wood-hester
t few dtyi Corporil 8ini0n Den
comes,” by Att. Raymond Visscher.
been j>ron)0t*d to the rank of
Cards were mailed out to members beans at the high prices does not make that had been lighted a short time
and visitorsof Unity Lodge No. 191 the returns very great. Try sugar for^TThe child's little hands were terfeint, Private Herman E. Koster
F. 4 A. M. Friday announcingthe in- beets, pickles, or tomatoes with a good ribly scorched.
bfeen made a corporal and Privates
Max J. Reese and John Heneveld,
stallationof officers,to held Wednes- local market for them.
and Herman Ter Borg have been
According to the last census, 1910 the two Hope students who have been appointedacting corporals.
day, December 19. The annoucement
carries a return card which it is urg the land area in crops in he United patients in the Holland Hospital for
•ntly desired that all receiving cards States was 311,000,000 acres, about 27 some weeks, have been discharged.
will return to the secretary not later per cent of the tillable area, leaving Reese has left for his home in West
72 per cent still to be brought under Olive while Heneveld will convalesce
than Monday.
The Grand Haven high school's bas- culivation.This shows that we are at the home of his aunt.
ket ball team wiH play its first game far from the limit of our resources.
Charles Rainey of Holland and Miss
ia a month. Holland will be the oppo
The East Crisp School is going to Dora Haberer of Douglas were quietly
sition and the contest will be played stand high in the percentage of Christ- married by Rev. Battema, pastor of
WAS A VERY HMOOTH PROPOSI
on the Grand Haven floor. The return mu seals sold. There are only 50 pu- the Maple Street church of that citv.
TION BUT WINE AND
game with Holland has been set for pils in the school, representing only The couple will make their home in
Mark 1. Muskegon also will be
WON’T
35 families, but they have already old Holland. — Skugatuck Commercial-Rectfiee.— -Grand Haven Tribune.
800 seals, Miss Post, the county nurse, ord.
A very interesting meeting of the reports, and they are Mill selling.
The Borculo correspondent writes:— Chsrles Peterson, who has several
Parents Teachers club was held Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Moody of West Miss Katie Bootsma h&i to submit to Charges of forgery against him, *as
day evening at the Washingtonschool 16th street, have received word from an operation and lies in the hospitalnt
given two years at Ionia. This man
The meeting was so well attended that their son, Morris Moody, that he along Holland at present. She is doing very
appears to Ibe a very smart individual,
both the kindergarten and Miss Dean’s
with the rest of his company, have well and by whit we hear and saw she apd the sheriff declares he Can do airooms were crowded, and the program
packed all their equipment and are soon will be home again in the old ms*! any kind of work if he has a
*aa given in full in both rooms. All waiting in the east to transported to Klunderstad.
mind to. H<* was a trusty at the counreported a good time.
France.
This is the open season for sparrows ty jail where he was locked up on anG. Lage of Zeeland sustained a fracPresident Charles Dykstra, president and City Clerk Overweg is paying two other charge and was found to be a
ture of his right leg Friday, while at
cents per head. Rats stiH are worth handy man at almost anythinghe was
tending the auction held on the farm of the Longfellow School Red Cross
Drive
committee, has divided his sec- five cents and the open seuon for se$ to do; in fact so much so that
of John Huyser of Borculo. Mr. Lage
tion of the city into five districts. Five them lasts the year around. The spar- Hneriff Dornbos, retainedhim after
who is 75 years old, was walking near
committees will canvass these districts, row season runs from December to hta sentence had expired and paid him
rf-the horses which were being auc
March. Ask for the City Clerk, not wages. Wine and women, however,
tinned off, when the beast suddenly the chairmenof the committeesbeing
his assistant,when you have any rat were Peterson’s downfall. He fell
kicked Mr. Lage’s right leg, fractur- Dick Boter, N. J. Jonker, Frank Essenberg, Prin. Sue Parks, and Dick Stek- tails for she will not listen to your from grace 'when he met a woman who
ing it.
story. Tell your troubles to Richard, seems to be notorious at all towns beetee.
The Komforter Kotton Co., is cut
tween Grand Haven and Grand Bapids
he enjoys counting rat tailsf
George
Pardee
Returned
Tuesday
ting all the bandages for the Bed Cross
on the Muskegon Interurban. All at
Residents
of
Bfuffton,
the
Muskegon
of Ottawa County. Formerly this night from the Howe Military School
once he disappeared from Grand Haat Howe, Indiana. He Is taking a reg- suburb at the west end of Lake Muswork was done by the ladies by hand
ven and soon afterward Sheriff Dornular high school course and military kegon, were treated to a surprisewhen
With scissors, which is an ardous task.
bos began to pet wires from Toledo and
they
saw
the
main
section
of
the
old
With the large clothing machine re- instructionsand will return after the coast guard station which for several Ann Arbor giving the descriptionof a
holidays.
cently inatalled at the factory,the cut
man whom tbe police in those cities alThe four furnaces required to heat years had stood unoccupied and unused lege was wanted for check raising.
ting ia but a small job in comparison
on the north pier of the Lake Michigan
as thirty bandages are now cut in one the Congregational church at Charlotte
•Lake Muskegon channel being brought The sheriff knew from the description
burn a ton of coal daily. To conserve
Operation.
to their doorsteps on a scow. The that tbe trusty was the man wanted.
fuel the evening services have been
Going in search of him, he spied his
Now its the Michigan Rabbit Breed
discontinued. Morning services are building was purchased from the gov- quarry a block away, but no sooner
ers Association that has organized to
ernment
and
will be rebuilt into a
held in the Sunday school room.— D*than did Peterson spy the sheriff;he
kelp the food supply of the country. A
summer residence.
troit News Tribune. We might sug.fUctopterlto make his get away, but
meeting of this “Bunny Club” was
I
S.
R.
Roe,
probation
officer
of
the
gest, a Home or a Holland.
Shvriff Dornbos was too quick for him
held Friday evening at Hotel Brown
state Industrialschool at Lansing, faGerrit Wolbert and Otto Brands refa^ there is little chance that our pres. lag at Grand Bapids and several invors giving many boys now in that interested from Holland Grand Haven, turned from a trip thru the Western stitution another chance-to make good. ent source of supply will be increased.
Muskegon, Shelby and Charlotte at States. They were gone three months He would olsce them with farmers in Oq- fais person were found several
tended. A supper was given and rabbi! and while there visited in the states need of help during the coming, sum- ch^ks oJtt being for $50 and another
served in several forms was the main of Kansu, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, mer, permitting them to keep all the foK..$45, made . out in (the names of
Hem on the bill of fare. Rabbits are going as far west as Cheyenne, Wyom wages earned, and requiring a .written Grind Haven and Spring Lake mereasy to breed and are very good eat- ing. They report good crops and a fine report to the school officials at inter- chants. He also bad several checks of
ing and no doubt if enough attention time was enjoyed by both.
vals. Seventy-five per cent . of the smaller denominationin his pockets.
was paid to this avenue of food supply
Advices from the orient state that boys who have graduated from the - Peterson is the same man who pass
that meat -would be more plentifuland
ed a bogus check. on John Karreman,
Bev. Albert Oilmans, a graduate of school have made good.
muck cheaper.
tba jeweler, on Mty 19, at that time
Hope college and connectedwith misCan you beat thisf Hamilton has no
Muskegon sugar shortage is so mark- sion work in Japan for thirty years, hotel, no meat market, and no barber bu ing some jewelry at the local store
ed that sweeteningis sold in 1-pound hu been elected secretarv of the con- shop. The three that were there two aaf presenting a check of $20 upon
** b. rve*
quantitiesif at all, and will go unrem ference of federated missions in Japan weeks ago are no
edied for at least another week, ac which includes representativesfrom all 1 tors have gone .0
and for »U
*.*hl
cording to local jobbers.
the missionarysocieties and is
reason the village 15 nfiles tn the . became auspicious, however, and was
at ^the bank when it opened at eight
W. J. Olive has received an appoint- strongest missionaryorganization in south of us has a meatlessweek inS o’ulock
only to find the check bogus,
V
that
field.
stead
of
day.
The
villagers
will
<
ment as member of the educational and
^-rlee
Petersonreceived 90 days for
conservation committeesof the Grand
Henry Geerlings,president of the colony of flying rollers if a barber
little stunt at that time.
Bapids Life Underwriters’ association State Sunday School Association, don’t arrive soon, and the traveling
for the coming year.
spoke in the Second Reformed church man will have to pass it up unless he
frOTCH OF HOLLAND DESCENT
Bev. 0. Tysse of North Holland has of Zeeland Sunday. Besides the ser- can get three squares and a place to
been operatedupon for appendicitis. mon, he dwelt at length on the neces- lay his weary head. War is sure what
Sherman said it was— in
t
The operation while successful so far sity of Red Cross Work.
Calvin college has given 11 men and s. tJ“kaGot/h» “lew.0T*#tw.reftl]er
is unusually serious because of the
W. A. Hairht who recently enlisted one
professor to the federal service ai ^u,<*
at ^i* farm in Humbolt
fact that his family is quarantined fo' the Naval Militia is home from Camp
their bit to win the war. Prof. John
*** *’ho
u,?«<*ted
•carletfever.
Logan, 111., spending a ten days’ fur“Sonny” Kuite who has completedn lough with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Muykens is with the Y. M. C. A., wrestling champion of the world, was
and eight of the students who
descent,
lourse in the ordnance department at A. Haight and family.
tarily gave up their studies for war 1 His pareirtscame from the NetherAnn Arbor, Michigan, is now home for
ElsotzlcalChristmas prasanta can be services are: Theodore John Kreps, lands, years ago and settled in the rich
the holidays. He will probably take
pnrehasad at the B-ard of Public Cornelius De Rome, Jarig Hoekstra,farming region of Iowa. Gotch’s wife
a course later in the quartermaster’s Works, Harman Da Fouw or Charles
James J Timmer, Evert Roelofs, Ben who was a Miss Ostreitch,is also oi
departmentat Chicago.
Bertsch Electrical stores.
Engbers, Lee H. Kiel and Ed Schoo. Dufeb descent.

K

Camp

The

Ideal

Christmas
Brouwer’s Comfort-

in and

Bed

able Davenport

A Hiidione Comfortable
Davenport by Joy—

M

at lifbt—

all tbe

i

uJ a

perfect
pleaiire

time.

the

^

bc-|uj

\
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MAN WHO PASSED
CHECK ON LOCAL JEWELER GOES TO PRISON
WOMEN

MU

$5.00 down and a

Week

Dollar a

any Davenport

will bring
in

pgr store
Enjoy

while

it

paying for

N \

your homo.

in

youaro

it.

Jas. A.

Brouwer Co.

212-214 River Avenue

Citiz. Phone

1057

-

,

Hamilton.
^ on

™

volnn-

Attorney Arthur Van

Duren

and

r

ilimmil

III

sely useful

Saturday
it for
to

an

over-Sunday

visit

-with his nephew, 8. A. Haight and

fam-

returned to his
daughter’s home in Grand Bapids Monday morning, accompanied by W. A.
ily. Mr.

Lapham

Haight.

If at

and service-

mental, surely acceptable

v1

and

for years to

come

Kree Pads,

Foot Balls.

Pants,

Shirts.

Glass Humidors,
-$1 CigaretteCases

Case Pipes,

Superior Cigar Store
206 River Avenue

Holland, Michigan

—

give something Electrical this Christmas
There are many Electrical Gifts to suit any occasion and for
and range almost unlimited.

all

ages. Choice

“America’s Electrical Christmas” and an Electrical Gift settles all your
perplexing questions— so easily and quickly for you and so satisfactorilyto the
is

recipient.

EVERY GOOD AMERICAN
Provides for the future welfare
upon him

for

Will your

of those

dependent

support

widow and orphans be independent or

dependent
Our Life Income Plan

will

guarantee their indepen-

dence.

Traverse City, was frightenedaway
the approach of a maid. He had
obtained only a small amount of monct, missing a rich haul thru his un-

Board

of Public

Works
C.

timely nap.

first.

Shoes,
Balls,
Hits,
Basketball
Basket

daily reminder of the
giver, why not

bv

caution safety

FOR MEN AND BOYS

a

A burglar who fell asleep after entering the home of M. D. Bryant, at

Hia first love and his first shave are
two episodes in every young man’s carser that be never forgots.—Ex. We

Choosing dears solves the preplexing ptoblcms of *hat to get
the man. Nothing is quite so acceptable.Cigais are bound to
win the respect and admiration of tbe giver. Can’t you imagine
the joy of the man who receives them for Christmas? They are
truly a man’s gift. We have them in boxes from

the same time

they can be highly orna-

This

Bev. 8. Vander Werf, 112 West 10th
street was in Grand Rapids on business Friday in the interestof domestic
missions for the Reformed church.

.-CIGARS-:

able.

A

ame

like tfys, especially,

our gifts should bz inten-

on.

of Lake Odessa,

Man?

25 cents to $4.00
A

-

Wa. Lapham

Puzzle About|What to Give the

VN A PRACTICAL TINE

Bev. and Mrs. Wolvius, formerly of
Holland, now of Randolph, Wis., spent
the past week as the
Mr.

special meeting of the Holland
Poultry association will ve held this
evening at 7:30 o’clock in the Peter’s
building. Important business will be
transacted.

Why

tummu

In the case against the estate of Jennie M. Handers in circuit court the
jury Thursday night tendered a judgment for $36.75 in favor of Attorney
A. Cohen of Toronto who claimed that
amount due for legal services to Mrs.
Saunders during her life timf.

and Mrs. Klaas Buurman. They left
Saturday for Kalamazoo where Mr.
Wolvius has a call from the Third Reformed church.
Bert Vander Zwaag of Olive Center,
whose team died rerv mysteriously lat;
week has purchased another heavy
team to do duty on his peddle wag-

W;

>

w„

brother Alfred have returned from a
businesstrip to Chicago where they pur
chased additional machinery for the
Komforter Kotten Co. When this is
installed it will increasethe capacity of
the plant at least thirty per cent.

iMLIW

H. De

Fouw

Chas. Bertsch

A. BIGGE, Diet Mgr.
North- Western Mutual Life

<

Holland CtyHews

UFI

SAVING STATION k INDOOl LEAGUE
HAS SCHEDULE
TO REMAIN OPEN

For the first time in the history of
the Macstawa Life Saving station the
station will remain open all winer this
year. Orders to this effect were reeeiv*
•d by Captain Van W«elden and in

Van

Weelden and two of his men will remaiu on the job throughout the winter
months.
It was customarybefore this ti shut

down

enirftly

during

at

least two

months.: Last year the station closed
on December last and opened again on

March first. Before that frequently
the station was dosed from the las* of
November to the first of March.
All but Captain VanWeelden, John
VanHegeumorter fhd Ileitert VanOort

have been drafted into the federal service for duty on the eastern coast for
the winter months. The members of
the crew were given the optipn either

Feb. 13— Shoes vs.

DePree; Lim-

20— DePree vs. Limberts;
Shoes vs. Furnace.
Feb. 27— Furnace vs. DePree; Limbert v*. Shoes.

elected to go in for the east coast ser-

FIFTY

-

of this paper.

,

bertl vs. Furnaee.

all

in th#-uaymrnt a( the
eeeured by a »orb
l>Se dated tbe Idth dey •( PebrunTT. in Sbfcr
year one thouiaod eight hundred and eigMu
even, executed bp Joknnnee Vitek nod Hee*.
mint Vllek, hU wtfe. of the city of HolUndl
Ottnwn County, Michigan, aa uartlea ef tba flnt part, to Tobyae Koffere of Holland, Ottawa County,Michigan, ae party of the eaeond port, which mid mortgagewaa recorded >
in the oflee of the Kegiiter of Deede of Ottawa County. Michigan, on the 38rd day of I
Pebruary, A. D.. one thoueandeight hundred
pighty eeven, >t eight o'clock, in the for#noon, in Liber 16 of Mortgageeon page 480;'

Mere

their

Feb.

to accent this service or send in their
applications for discharge. They

Bxytm Kkrefc #, IMf
MOKTOAOI IAU
WHKREAB. Default haa been made

PARK

Mr. Burts’ famil- have movtd into
new house. They notice a difference with plenty of room, large
windows, furnace, etc. They have lateThe ’full schedule for the Indoor Fac- ly purchased a new automobile.
tory League games has been made out.
Four students, Misses Coralic EastThe season which opened on December er and Jennie Voss, Messrs. Frank
12 will continue until February 27. Burt and George Irving of the Jenisrtn
school are attending high school in
Eucl* team will play each week in the Holland.
higjl school gymnasium. Followingis
Mrs. ZaUman of Holland is building
a cottugp on her lot near Mr. Burts’
th* schedule:
December 10— Limbertsvs. Furnace; new residence.
The P-T club has been organised and
'« Shoes vs. De Free.
Jan. 2— DePree va. Shoes; Ftirnace the first meeting will be held thia Friday evening at aehool houae at 7:.i0.
ye. Limberts.
The officers elected arc Leonard Van
Jab. ftr-Limberts vs. DePrees;FurnRegenorter, president; Mr. Ovfrweg,
ace vs. Shoes.
vice
president; Mrs. Haas, treasurer;
Jan. 16 — DePree vs. Furnace;Shoes
Mrs. Burt, secretary; Mrs. Simon
vs. Limberts.
Jan. 23 — Furnace vs. Limberts; De Harkema, sorial committee;Miss Ming
program eommitte; Mr. Noble, reportFree vs Shoes.
.Jan. 30— Furnaee vs. Shoes; Lim- er. Some of the Parents who did not
meet Mr. Fell personally wish to
berts vs, Do Free.
Feb. 6— Shoes v«. Limberts;DePree thank him and others who helped to
organize this club through the column#
vs. Furnace.

FOR SEASON

accordance with these orders Cap*.

JBNISON

BIG

—

o

epd

•

JUST WHAT SHE WANTS
AND YOU KNOW IT

-

CONCERNS FIND
ONE MAN CAN DO

^

WORK

OF

BAYS MEN

Why Not

Step In
and Select the

SEVERAL

At Once

WOMEN HELP

TO CUT GAUZE

SERVICE
ARE WELL FED

CEDAR
you want to give her. See our window display
which is only a part of our line. Will hold and deliver any

*

*

FROM MG FLOCK

and executed by the mid Bertha Vugtareoa^
of the Townehlp of Overleel, Aliena Coo*,
ty Michigan, on Ike Iret day af NoTemhef.
one Ihoumnd nine hundred end eli, aielffW
ing and tranaferringenid mortgage to Potec
Meat, of Holland, Ottawa County. Michigan,
ond which emignment woe recorded la the
Office of the Kegiiter of Deede of Ottaff*
County.Michigan, on tha 5th dar af Daeomher. in the year one thoueandniae hundred
and eix, at three o'clock in the afternoon, laLiber 7# of Mortgageeon page 417, and
WHKHKAH the amonnt claimed to be duo '
on mid mortgageat the date of thia netie*
la the eum df two hundred thirty two tad
eeventeen hundredth! (1282.17)dollar* *
principal and inlereel,and the farther
, of fifteen($15) dollare,aa an attorney feo.
' i>rov idi-d for by the etatute and in tolA
mortgage,and which la tha whole amount
claimed due and unpaid on mid mortgageat

NOW TUKRF.PORP., Notice ie hereby givw
en that by virtue of aeld power of oaUtM
eaid mortgage contained and fully aeA Idrta*
nod in pureuenco of the itotutee of thia
elate in each caeee made and provided, eaid>
mortgage will be farecloted by a. mlt. afthe premieca thereindeacrlbedat poblte
auction to the hlgheet bidder at tha aorth
front door of the Court Houee la tbe City Of
Orend Haven, in the mid County of Ottova
and State of Michigan, on Mhaiay tW- Iltta
day of March. A. D. one thouiaodaiaa hundred and eighteen, ht two a’elackin th»
afternoon, on that day. which eaid premleea
are deecribed ia mid mortgage aa fallowe:
All that part af lot numbered aaa (1) la*
Block numbeord eixty one (61) commenelaf'
at a point on the aoetb'liaa of aaid lot oao
(1), one hundred and flftv (150) foot art A
from tho eaet Hue of the right ofwoy of tho
Chicago and Weet Michigan RailroadCaaipany, where mid aaet line of aaid right af
way inleixeeU (he aarth line af Ut two (8)
In enid Block aixty.one (61), from mid »
point of beginning, the boundary Ha# to rur
eaet en the north line of eaid lat one. to tha northeait corner of mid lot; tkoace eooth I
on the eaet line of eaid lot one (1) to the
eouthcMt corner thereof, thence weet on the'
eonth line of eaid lot one (1) to a point a*
that a line running north therefrom and par-,
allel with the eaet line of mid lot will etrlko
the point of beginning on the north Hoe of
mid lot (1). mid parrel af lead being *
. part of mid lot one In block alxty one.
aforceald. AH accordingto the recorded*
map thereof on record in the office of th*Rrgleter of Deede of eaid OtUwa Oenaty..
Dated, December 19, A. D. 1917. *
>

The

Van Ark Furn.
Home

Outfitters

-

Co.

PETER MAAft

to make their teeth water and then men.”
went eerenly home to laugh at the imDon’t forget that the Eastern Stir
Old Glory is the banner of liberty.
aginary rabbit feast which the brothgives their monthly dance in Odd Fel- ers had been joking them about, keep- The Red Cross flag is the banner of
lows Hall, Central Avenue, Friday eve- ing the geese of course for private con- humanity. You cant be loyal to one
and not to the other.
sumption.
ning, Dec. 21. A good time assured.
o

igned by an aeeignmeutin writingmada

thia time;

CHEST
time.

ninety-nine,at 6 o'clock, in the forenoon, lp»
Liber 51 of Mortgageeon page 57#. and
WHKRBA8 mid mortgage wne duly oa-

mm

BAG THREE GEESE

-

A

WHKRKAS mid mortgage van duly aaeigned by an alignment in writingmade
and executedby the eaid Tobyae Koffere at
Holland.Ottawa County, MichiaaiLon tba
11th day of Auguit, one thoueand eight haa.
dred ninety nine, nxaigning and tranaferripf
aid nortgxge to Iterthn Vugtereen.of tha
____ _ ..
of (.veriael.Allegan county. Mick/and which alignment wax recordedin ika
office of the Regieter of Deede of Ottav»>
county,Michigan, on the 16th day af Aa*net, in the year one Ihoumnd eight hundred

It docw not requird more than a
ual observation to discern that the auduty ends here they will go whereever
tomobile is beginniqg^ to step into the
the government sees fit to send them.
Answering the ‘call made by tele- breach in a decisive way to fill the
Six of the men from the Macltawa
graph for a thousand pieces of surgi- gaps made in business ranks by the
station will serve in this capacity.
cal dressings before the first of Janu- loss conscription of trained salemnen
They will jwobably do duty as coast
and skilled machanics. Its adaptabiliary, fifty women in this city were at
patrols,altho that has not been definRed Cross headquarters Tuesday to cut ty for conservingtime and speeding
itely stated.
up man power has already been utiliaAs fnr as known now all the mem- the material, Holland will furnish 600 ed to a great extent in lines of busi:
of t^ie dressings,Grand Haven 350 and
ber* of the local crew will return next
ness that require city solicitors or scrZeejahd 50. All the gauze was cut Too*spring to resume work at MacataVra.
day pf the fifty workers hud was view men.
No changes in the crew are at present
“I knew of three firms who employ
ready Wednesday when work on them
anticipated.
from
ten to twenty salesmen covering
began.
Strenuouswork is necessary to com- Detroit and suburban territory,” said
plete thia extra allotment in time, but a Ford Motor Co. official.’‘Most of
IN
there is little doubt that Holland will these salesmen are with the draft age.
These firms have alreadv diseunted a
fill its allotment. The Red Orosa workera are determined to go over the lorn of at least a third of their force
Norman H. Estelle, stationedin mark in spite of, the extra work that and the possibilityof having to take
on untrained men to furnishing their
Honolulu,wrote to his relatives, here the approach of the holiday brings.
older saietmentwith passengerears.
describing life at that place. The letTheso men have .already demonstrated
ter ahows that hs is more than aatittheir ability to make six times aa many
fled with the treatment received from
call# and have practicallytripled their
Uncle Sam. He Sent the family a menu
orders at a much decreasedcost by
printed to show others how well the
men are treated and to act as an inCity Engineer Carl T. Bowen and C. the use of passenger cars.
“In this case, tke war brot about a
centive for others <to enter the service. H. Weed had the last laugh on their
decrease
in the force which again wai
menu contains the following friends the members of the K. of P.
—oyster soup, crackers, celery, sweet lodge when they went to Harlem Tues- met by the use of the automobiles. The
pickles, olives, roast young turkey with day and bagged three eight pound manager reports to me that altho hi
oyster dressing,cranberry sauce, chick- geese. Bowen and Weed are inner and has had to dispense with half of his
en salad, mashed potato, ©reamed iorn, outer guard at the K. of F^ and they men, the automobile has already duplicandied sweet potatoes, giblet gravy, had been kidded considerably about a cated the firm ’s former profit 'on the
creamed peas, cold roaat pork, fresh rabbit supper which they are supposed investment.
There are so many hundreds of lines
apple aauce, Swiss cheeee and crackers, to owe the members. Instead of going
chocolate layer cake, pumpkin pie, co after rabbit* however they went after of business to which the automobile
eoanut layer cake, mince pie, mixed geese and bagged three in five shots. process can be applied as a time-saver
nuts, assorted candies, apples, oranges, There were some 150 in the flock. Tak- and labor-saver that its utility is ir”
bananas, grapes, coffee and cream, ice ing the geese they rubbed them under ing to be more pronounced than ever in
cream, lemonade, cigars, cigarettes.
the noses of some of the lodge brothers bolstering up the scarcity of trained

vice, and after their period of active

to

Diekema. Kollen A Ten

OaU

Mortgage*

Attorneys for Mortgagee.
'foiitneee Addreee — Holland,Michigan.

Rev. B. H. Kinink was a Grand Rapids visitor Tuesday.

}

We
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will take your Lib-

Bond on any Piano,

WHY NOT GET ONE

Edison Diamond Disc
Phonograph or Columbia

FOR CHRISTMAS.

Grafhnola.

Edison Diamond Disc

Phonograph
This wonderful new invention will
brighten your home 365 days in the year.
It Will be your most treasured possession^ Why not a New Diamond Disc Edison For Christmas.

vu ::

•

*:

-

The White
Sewing Machine
You can not get a better machine, why
not get a White, the most useful gift for
the home, we have them in all styles, both
Rotary and Vibrator Shuttle.

-.fVn'

Cook Brothers Music House
40 EAST EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

»

i

Holland City

PAOB SIXTEEN

News

WHAT YOU SAW

IN THIS PAPER
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

Last Wednesday the StandardHoller
Mills purchased from farmers living
this vieinitv940 buahela of grain.

m

thirty years ago

Christmas

Mr. and Mm. VI Vinke were the happy recipient*on Monday morning, December 12, 1887, of a littlebaby daugh-

tPf TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
Married in thla city by Justice ! airbanks, on Monday, December 12, John
L. dark and Miss Minnie Baker, both
Friday morning early the alarm was
sounded for a fire that had been kindled under the front door of the onestory ‘building of Joseph Fextor, on
River street, used as a store room by
the Ottawa Furniture factory.
°f

twenty years ago
Holland merchant* are well equipped for the holiday trade and at no
time were better stocked in all lines
carried by them than this year.
Albert Netting died at Grand Rapids, Saturday, aged 66 years. He was
one of the first band of colonist*, that
sailed in the time of ’47, under the immediate leadershipof Dr. \an Raalte.

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
John Rutgers, registerof deed-elect,
gave a farewell party last evening to
his fellow firemen of No. 2 Engine
k°Henry Bender of this city and Mis*
Ethelyu Gardener of Stevens Point,
Wi*., were united in marriage last evening at the home of the bride a par
ents. After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
Bender came to thi* city.

ten

Handkerchiefs
The most beautiful line of Christmas Handkerchiefs ever
shown in Holland
We

were very

War Waste

forIf there ever

tunant

in

WISDOM

and

buying these
year.

We

was

a time

you needed wisdom

in

purchasing Christmas Oifts it is

are therefore suggesting the following practical gifts:

before the great advance

in price,

will sell

them

and

at

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
SLIPPERS

we

nearly

Felt Slippers in all colors,
fur tops, ribbon tops. etc. 75
cents to $2.00. Children’s
Slippers 75c to $1.50.

the old prices.

ybam ago

MEN’S HOSE

NECKWEAR

Silk, all colors ..... 50c, 75c
Lisle and Cotton 25c to 50c
Children’s Hose 15c to 50c

The largest assortment of

UMBRELLAS

Four-in-hands, 25o to $1.00.
Neck Scarfs and Mufflers in

Ties wTe ever had, in all the

new

For Men and Women— Plain
and Fancy Handles, $1.25 to

tives.

A

very pretty wedding took place
last evening at the home of Mrs. William Damson, 190 West Eighth street,
when her daughter Miss Louise Caroline Damson was married to Clarence
E. Ripley. The ceremony was performed by Rev. John E. Kuirenga and Rev.
John Bananga.

MEN’S BATH ROBES

See Our Beautiful

designs with Shawl
Colar or Byron collar, heavy
weights, best quality, $4,
$5.00 and $6.00.

Nadera

Above

are just a

few

SHIRTS

HOSE
Fancy

Our Holiday Line

Silks, Fibre, Lisle

and Cotton, in all

many

articles

colors.

we have

is

com-

plete and have all the new
patterns in Silks, Pongees,
Madras, etc., 75c to $3.50.

Price 15c to 75c

of the

Bows and

silk, newest creations, 50c to $2.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S

New

designs.

wool and

$4.00.

Mr*. D. Van Leeuwen, the older* of
the 1846 pioneers,living in this vicinity, celebrated her 91*t birthday anniversary last Thursday and was agreeably surprised by friend* and rela-

this

in our store that

Hdkfs.

would make

help you
making a

in

selection.

INCOME TAX PATES
FIXED FOR

OTTAWA

at

35c

J.(lieyleof Grand Rapid* announced Tuesday that a federal income tax
officer will be sent into this county on
dates and places as follows: Grand
Haven, Court House, Feb. 1 to Feb. 14.
Holland, postoffice, Feb. 15 to March

lat.

He

.

will be at these places between

the date* above mentioned every day
and ready and willing to help persons

make out
without any cost to

subject to the income tax
thoir returns

them for

We

have them from 3c up

By the piece, by dozen or by the
wheel-barrow full.

Come

Van Ark

Notier,

CotfeptOD of Internal Revenue Eman-

in

and Winter
27

WEST EIGHTH STREET

Holland, Michigan

and see them

his services.

How many

income tax payers will

there be in Ottawa county! If you can

guess how many married persons living
with wife or husband will have net
incomes of $2,000 or over and how
many unmarriedpersons will have net
i*eomes of $1,000 or over this year,
then you know. The collectorof Internal Revenue estimates that there
will be 1400 taxpayers in this county

Vandersluis

J.

Returns of income for the year 1917

Useful

must be made on forms providedfor
the punpose before March 1, 191i Because a good many people don't understand the law won’t know how to
make out their returns, the government
is sending out this expert to do it for
them. But the duty is on the taxpayer to make himself known to the government. If he doesn’t make a return as required before March 1, he
may have to pay a penalty ranging
from $20 to $1,000, pay a fine or go to

*

HOLLAND RUSK

jail.

Of course, persons resident in other
counties,if they want to, come and *ee
the income

.

tax

man

when in

his

county.
The Collector suggests that everybody start figuringup now his income
and expenses so as to be ready with
the figures when the expert arrives.
.Expenses,however, don’t mean family
expenditures, money used to pay off
the principalof a debt, new machinery,
Idings, or anything like that. They
mean what you spend in making
naking your
money— interest, taxes paid, hired help,
anumnt paid for goods sold, seed, stock
bought for feeding, rent (except for
your dwelling), etc. Income includes
about every dollar you get.

%

|%/|

Blown Glass, cups and

KRchen.

URGE SESSION OF THREE
BOARDS TO CONSIDER PLAN

24 hours.
\j

Gerrit Buss was in Grand Rapids on
bufinesi Saturday.

RUSK

ware. plates all kinds, cakes plates,

times.

all

In the present day of high

water sets,
prices

glass flower baskets.

and

scarcity

Materials, many

of Raw

Food Manu-

\

facturers voluntarilyor are
compelled to lower the quality
of their Product through the
use of so-called substitutes.

John S. Dykstra
Basement 40

E. 8th

St.

The Public may rest assured

Entrance Cook Broa. Music Store

that

HOLLAND RUSK,

will

in the future, as it has in the

IN YOUR

past, be

ABSENCE

Thta Company is prepared to relieve you of the care and
of your property by acting as your agent.

est

management

i

of only the pur-

and best materials obtain-

able.

collect sna
conoa
and disburee
uisDurxsyour income as you direct. It win make
Tax Certiflcatas.pay your taxes, attend to your real
estate and act as your representativein all financial
ftnand matters. 0vtng you
In aach case the benefit of the business-knowledge and experience of Its
It wfll
it
win

made

Our Motto—

“QUALITY

out your Income

ABOVE

ALL’.’

trust officials.

STORM WARNINGS
ARE NOW OUT
Southwest storm warnings were ordered displayed at 11 a. m. by the U.
8. Weather Bureau for Lake Michigan from Kewanee to Milwaukee and
from Grand Haven to Harbor Springs.
The wind will increase and become
strong southerly with snow in the next

Sanitary

public for inspection at

At a oreliminary session of the «uperintendents of th
the poor of Ottawa
counties in Grand Haven to consider
plans for establishing a tuberculosis hos
pital, it was urged that a joint se*sion
of the board* of supervisors of the
three counties be held in the near future to complete the plan. The proposition was first suggestedsome time
ago a* the best way for fighting the
white plague in these three counties.

and most

whiteware, cups and saucers china-

sets, dresser sets,

Another surprise was pulled off in
the Commercial League when I*. 8.
Boter A Co., took three out of the
five games from the Holland
Candy Kitchen Monday night at the
Central Bowling alleys. Fris of the
Holland Candy Kitchen took the hon-

Cleanest

Our Factory is open to the

saucers

salad bowls, berry sets, chocolate

FOR THE FANS

in the Largest,

Manufactory in the world;

China. Crockery, Cut and

in

was surprSe

or# of the evening with the high score
of 241 and the high average of 213. It
ia a close fight between the Holland
Candy Kitchen and the Strand Theater, if the Strand Theater wins three
of five from Kiefers Wednesday night
it will put them tie with the Candy

* ADE

Send for Blank Form of Win and Bookiat
on Descent and Distribution of Property.
Audits

made of books of corporations,firms and

Look for the WINDMILL on the Package.
At All Grocers

individuals

Safe depocit vaults on ground floor. Boxes to rent at low cost.

The Michigan Tbust Co
of

Grand Rapids, Michigan

*

*

*.

Holland City

Punuint to

the proc)am»tion of our Qov. Hon. Albert
E. Sleeper, I do hereby proelaim the period from Dec.
16 to Dec. 24, inclusive,a
time during which the people of our city should give
special thought and attention to the work of enrolling
members in the Red Cross,
as other cities are doing. The

1*
•a
Mb
Ml

NTHEEH08HTAL
MUM BAREND8R GIVE* LIST OF

*

ARTICLES THAT CAN BE BEST

USED

Christmas. Let us all become
members or renew our membership in this very worthy
cause.

to
Ml
Mi
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

JOHN VANDER8LUIS,

to

appeal is universal and
comes to each one of us, it
matters not what our race,
creed or condition.Let us

combine the spirit of the
Red Cross with that of

TAQB

TELLS WHAT IS

*
PROCLAMATION

News

The Holland Hospital needs help. It

ATTENTION!

needs It very urgently.And it is not

merely help in a general way but in
a very definite way. The committee
feels that the needs of the hospital
are likely to be lost sight of in the
general rush for other causes and it
| urges upon the people of Holland the
necessityand importance of this work.
Here are the things most urgently
needed at the hospitals,according to
Superintendent, Miss Rarendse; operating gowns, patients' gowns, sheets

Mavor. to
to to to to to to toto totofcl to to

JUEL BOARD IS NAMED
FOR OTTAWA CO.

piH°*

mirrors for two bath
rooms and nurses' room, knives and
' forks, tea spoons and dessert spoons,
an(*

TAKE NOTICE!
/

In these times of conservation a great saving can be made by buying your Xmas presents here, as we offer you this season a larger variety to seled from then ever before.
Take advantage of this invitation then you will do full justice to yourself in obtaining
the greatest possible value and satisfadion in your purchase.^

.

;

bowls and
creamers for trays, extra dishes, and
teapots for trays, sugar
muffin tins.

DIRECTORS ARB APPOINTED FOR
HOLLAND. GRAND HAVEN AND
COOPERSVILLE

.

There are other things that'eould b£
used, but these are the things that are

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR
MEM AND BOYS

DISTRICTS

needed very much. The work at the
hospital is being hampered for want
The following appointmentsnave of them. There is reason to believe
been made as members of the Ottawa that many or all of these articles can
Oounty Federal Fuel Administration be supplied without inconvenience to
Board, who will act under the jurisdic the people who have the good of the
lion of W. K. Prudden, Federal Fuel hospital at heart. The hospital board
suggests that people remember this
when they are making out the ChristW. H. Loutit, Grand Haven, chair- mas list. It is a splendid opportunity
man.
to do somethingreally effective for the

SWEATERS

MENS SOCKS

SUITS

CAPS

GLOVES

BOYS HOSE

HANDKERCHIEFS

SHIRTS

OVERCOATS

NECK TIES

MITTENS

TRAVELING BAGS

UMBRELLAS

BATH ROBES

MACKINAWS
HATS

HOUSE COATS

Administrator for Michigan:

W.

city.

J. Garrod, Holland.

Chas. P. Lillie, Coopersville.

These members will have charge of
the Following territoryin the county:
W H. Loutit. Grand Haven City and
Township, Robinson, Spring Lake and

Things like onerating gowns that can
be made bv women are especiallyneed
ed. Miss Rarendsestands ready at any
time to show women how these articles
are to be made, what material in to
be used and everything else about it.

-

o

-

•Crockery Townships.
W. J. Garrod, Holland City and FOR THE NEXT
ZEELAND CENSUS
township, Park township, Zeeland city
and township, Blendon, Olive, JamesBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wild
town and Georgetown townships.
Chas. P. Lillie, Polkton, Allendale, of Borculo, a girl; to Mr. and Mrs.
Tillmadge, Wright and Chester Town- Wm. Meengs, of Vriesland, a girl; to
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Klinge of Borculo,
ships.
"AH matter pertaining to the fuel a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob J. Hop
question must be submitted to the of Beaverdam, a boy; to Mr. and Mrs.
member of the County Committee hav- John C Heyboer, Zeeland, a boy.
ing that locality in charge," said Mr.
Louit.
"The people in the country should
use as much wood as possible, as wood
<an be obtainedmore cheaply in the
The attorneys whose names were
country districts, and the city people printed in Monday’s Sentinel as having
should burn as little coal as possible.
been appointed as the Legal Advisory
"The United States is the main committee to assist the registrantsin
aource of fuel supply for our allies, making out their questionnaires,have
and by conserving our fuel we will be set aside Thursday evenings and Tuesdoing our patriotic duty as well as day evenings to assist such person as
saving money. This committeewill be cannot come to them for help during
pleased at any time to hear from any the day.
one and desires cooperation in this On those nights, beginning on ThurseauHO."
day evening of this week, the attorneys will be in their offices and wiil
CLAIM COTTAGE WAS
help the registrants free of charge.
LOOTED OF 100 PENNANTS For the convenience of the registrants
the names of the attorneys appointed
Sheriff Dornbos Monday received a in Holland are herewith repeated:
letter from John Boss of Grand BapGeorge E. Kollen, C. H. McBride, A
ida who stated that his cottage on VanDuren, D. TenCate,F. T. Miles, R.
Ferry street in Ferryaburg had been Visscher,T. N. Robinson, G. W. Kooylooted and about 100 pennants taken. ers, Clarence Lokker, I. Marailje, W.
Among the articles stolen was Boxer’s O. Van Eyck, G. Van Schelven, Luke
uniform used by a Chinese rebel in the Lugers, and I. Kouw,
1910 campaign ' and some phonograph
records. He offers a 150 reward for informationleading to the arrest of tlu

SUIT CASES
TO

CAN CONSULT”
ATTORNEYS AT NIGHT

HI GP13BP1S115

PAJAMAS

NIGHT SHIRTS

SMOKING JACKETS

MENS JEWELRY

NE0K SCARFS

SUSPENDERS

SHOES

SLIPPERS

ETC.

‘

TBE STORE THAT HELPS YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM.

JOHN
19

J.

RUTGERS

West 8th Street

CO.

Phone 1756

Holland, Michigan

MANY WORKERS
ARE NEEDED

•offenders.

Only through the most strenuous
kind of work will the local Red Cross
be able to turn out the 700 pads that
the state committee asked for Monday
The Seminary quartet has achieved Hence every woman in Holland is re
distinction for their singing in this quested to assist.
<ity and vicinity. Now they have onOn Wednesdayafternoon the Third
portnnity to reach out into places more Church work rooms will be open and
remote. So they proposed to spend as largo a number as possiblearc ask
their time during the holiday vacation ed to come out and help there. Morein other states and a schedule has over also on Wednesday afternoon the
been prepared which will keep them en- Red Cross headquarters in the city hal!
gaged as a nuartet every evening of will be open for work. Those who
their time. They have made arrange- do not go to one place are requested to
menta to sing in churches at Chicago, go to the other.
On Thursday afternoon the Red Cross
headquartersand the Hope Church
work rooms will be open for business,
and women arc asked to go to one of
these on that day. On Friday and Saturday afternoons Red Cross headquar
tors will again be open for this -ork
This evening Red Cross headquarters
will be open to get material ready for
this work, beginning at six o’clock.
large number of workers are wanted.

Western Seminary Quartet To
Fill Engagements in 3 States

*

‘

STRONG QUARTET TO
FURNISH MUSIC

Shopper

FREE! FREE! FREE!
COME IN NOW
$200.00

Claxtonola

Well

The music at the Red Cross Membe.*
ship driye meeting this evening in tin
high school auditorium will be in
charge of Prof. J. B. Nykerk. Mr.
Nykerk has secured the Seminary
quartet to furnish some songs. "This
quartet is without doubt the best male
quartet in Western Michigan," Prof.
Nykerk said Tuesday.
They will add a great deal to the
effectivenessof the meeting. Their
reputation is more than local and during the winter vacationthey are
The Quartet
Oregon, Fulton and Morrision, in Illinois, and at Pella, Maurice and Orange City, in Iowa. The spirit of their
singing will be consistently evangelical. The individualsin the quartet are
Messrs. F. DeJong, J. Bruggers, L.
Potgeter and G. Vander Linde.
Friday evening thev will be at New
Era, Mich., where they have been engaged for the local Lecture Course that
is given under the auspices of the
High school. Mr. H. D. TerKcurst of
the Senior Class will accompany the

-

-

quartet to deliver addresses.
o

TAKE GRAVEL FROM THE BOTTOM OF MICHIGAN LAKES

It.

selecting some article of Jewelry.
Gifts, Nothing you can give will be appreciated more. At this storeyou will find an assortment
of Cut Glass, China, Toilet Sets, Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Jewelry Novelties that will make gift selectionseasy.
Gilt of

COME IN AND

SEE.

Bear Cat Racer FREE!

U

Diekema.

HOLLAND RESTAURANT
DIES

A. D. Hoffman, who conducted
restaurant in the building near the in
terurban office for some time, died
suddenlyat his home in Ganges as
result of an attack of acute indiges
tion. The deceased was 56 years old.
The funeral was held Wednesday
took place at the Taylor ceme-

tery in Ganges. The Masons
charge of the funeral.
The deceasedis survived by a widPersistence on the part of the state
to collectfrom dredging companies n ow, three sisters, and one brother.
payment for sand and gravel taken
Oakland Man Dies
from the bottom of the lakes in Michigan has rewarded the state treasury
Wm. Vander Boe.ch of Oakland died
with $32,000 in back payments and it
was learned it is expected that the in- Sunday at the age of 2C years. Fungcome from licensed aand and gravel al' services were held Wednesday
companiesnext year will be abou $25,- 12 ’cloak from the home of his par
000.
ents and at 1 o’clock from the Oakland Christian Reformed church. InComplaint of summer resorters
the the noise of dredging operationss terment at Bentheim cemetery,
put the state on the track of the dig- father, mother, several sisters and
gers of wealth from the bottom of the brothers survive.

You How You Can Get

While you are

Jewelry the

sing in three states.
The meeting tonight will begin
7:45 sharp. The speakers will be T. N.
Robinson, Rev. P. P. Chcff and G.

OWNER

Tell

4

Every article purchased here

GUARANTEED
or

your money

to

is

be just as represented

(

back.

o

Ukes, particularlyin the Bt. Clair flats,
na, Pentwater, White River, Mus

-

o

-

The thermometerat the water-works
Benton Harbor were among during Friday night went down to 21

C.
We Make

PIEPER
AND
SON
Order.

All Kind

of

Jewelry To

208 RIVER

AVENUE

PAGE BIGHT

Holland Citu

HOLLAND MARKETS

I

GAS FAMINE

Co.
(Buying Prices of Grain)
*Wkett, white No. 1 ----- ---------Wheat, white No. 2
Wheat, white No. 8...
Wheat, red Na 1
Wheat, red No. 2 ----Wheat, red No. 3

Rye

------ -----

Oat*, per

scholars in the great school of the
Kaiser,”said he, “and in a war like
this the organisation of the Red Cross
Is thrice necessary.It is, as someone
The Red Cross “mass meeting” hell has said, ‘the breath of heaven in the
in the auditoriumof the high school hell of war’.”
Tuesday night proved a great success The last speaker was the Rev. P. P.
Ohcff of Zeeland, the pastor-electof
.n every feature excepting the mass,
Hope church. Mr. Cheff made a strong
less than one hundred of Holland’s cit- appeal for the Red Croes and paid an
its founder.
izenry being present. The lamenta- eloquent tribute
ble lack of interest displayed was a “Nightingale is her name,” said the
speaker, “and the sweet music of her
distinct disappointmentto those in
life shall continue to reverberate thru
charge of the Red Cross drive, as ad- the halls of time and her memory shall
ditonal scatings had been arranged for never fade from the hearts of men.
and tlm program was one of the best The need of the present movement is
greater than’ ever before for these arc
since Hie beginning of the war.
the most heart-rendingtimes in the
John J. Cappon acted as chairman history of the world.”
for the evening and the Seminary quar-

TO HOLLAND

™
—
_

---

FEW LISTEN TO ELO
QUENT WAR ADDRESS

MAY GOME

BMCh MUlinf

2.04
2.01

UNLESS COMPANY CAN GET

1.98
2.09

COAL BY MONDAY SUPPLY
WILL BE SHUT OFT.

2.06
2.03

Unless coal% comes through before
next
Monday at the latest the coal
.80
... 2.08 famine will result in a gas famine
... 75.00 in Holland. Accordingto Manager E.
75.00 P. Davis of the local plant, ^there is
79.00
only a five days’ supply of gas in the
79.00
.-.45 00 tanks and there^is no prospect of coal
- 56.00 turning up to manufacturemore. The
__ 48.00
situation is not only serious,accord- 62.00 ing to Mr. Davis; Holland is positive-

to

.....1.6.r»

-------------

_

buihel ----

Corn ---------------- ------Car Feed ..... ......
--

9t.

No. 1 Feed ................
Cracked Corn
Corn Meal
Bran

.....

.....

......

Middlings
Screening!

Oil Meal
- 60.00
Cotton Seed Meal.
Krause Hi Proteia Dairy Food
60.00
Low Grade — .........................
—.77.00

—

tet rendered several appropriatese-

ly in danger of being without gas.

The company has been trying to get
Hog Feed — — .......— ........... 68.00 a line on coal and to get it here re
Badger Dairy Feed -------- 52.00 gardless of price, Mr. Davis declared.
Badger Horse Feed — ------ — ------ 60.00
The Hoard of Public Works turned ov
C-Er Lay Scratch feed, with grit....81.00
C-Er Lay Scratch " without grit 84.00 cr one carload to the gas company,
Thomas Klomparen* ft Co.
but it is not gas coal and the returns
(Feed m Ton Lots) __
from it are not satisfactory.
Hay, loose ------------- 122.00
.

.....

Hominy —
Hay, baled
Straw

.........

—

.....

—

...................70.00

----------

_____________ _______

—

Molenaar ft De Ooede
.49

Butter, dairy ....

.44

35ffge

.. ... .... ....... ....

.50

Pork

. ..............
...

Veal

.

-

-----

people will perhaps

jump

"It has nothing to do with the

Butter, creamery.

Mutton

“Some

to

24.00 the conclusion that this is a move in
10.0'
the gas controversy,” said Mr. Davis

.19

con

troversy. If anyone who thinks that
wiH get the coal to us we will manu
facture gas, regardless of the price of

18

coal. In the injunction granted the
-14-W city by Judge Cross the company is
... .1.1
restrained from closing down under
...14.15
.. .22 penalty. If we should shut down we
should have to give Judge Cross suffi-

--------

Beef
Spring Chicken

Turkeys ------------

News

lections.

The first speaker was Attorney T. X.
Robinson. “Wars,” said Mr. Robinson, “are visited upon this earth because of nian’n inhumanity to man,
and the scourge can never be lifted until all mankind is aroused and awaken

Presents

MAN WHO SAW WEST
FRONT TO BE HERE
How

does the war look to a man

V

who

has actually been on the icenef It

is

not often that people in a small city
have the opportunity to get firat hand
information from one who has heard
ed to the proposition that something is the guns roar, who has seen the dead
demanded in atonement.” The speak- strewn over No Man’s Land, and who
er portrayed the Red Cross as stand- has visitedwith the boys in the trenching for humanity, mercy ami jervjjj/fv,
This opportunity will be given Satand commended the Christmasseason
urday evening when Charles M. •Baylii
ns the appropriate time for the exerwill come to Holland to give an adcise of the virtues of charity and sac
dress on America’s part in the war.
riflee. “This movement,’1said he, “is
Mr. Bnylis not only has been on the
taking our eyes away from the horrors
scene himself, but he has had previous
of war and directing them to where we
training in describinggraphically whit
ran see the future in a brighter lighb”
he sees. Before going to Europe hj
The second speaker, the Hon. Ger- was a lecturerwhose regular price was

'Suggestions
White

—

—

-

Give is yeir

For The Soldier

erder fir i

Boys

CobW

J. D^ekema, spoke with all his usual a hundred dollarsan evening. He was
cient reason why we shut down. But
A man may class his wife as a bird
eloquence on the war and the moveunless
we
get
the
coal
the
plant
will
in the class of lecturerssuch as come
of paradiseduriny the honeymoon—
Lave to dose. It is impossible to ments connected with it. Mr. Diekema to the lecture course such as is mainand as a parrot later in the game.
make bricks without straw. If there made brief referenceto the recent tained in Holland. He is described to

—

Ivory

Teiiet Sets

Brashes

rit

ElectricalChristmas pusea nle can be is no coal there can be no gas. That is changes in the internationalsituation be an entertaining talker who has fillpurchasedat the Board of Public axiomatic and is unconnected with any and pointed out that with Russia out
ed many engagementson lecturecoursWorks, Herman Be Fouv or Charles court orders.”
of the war entirely and Italy on the es and at chautauqnasin many parti
iBertach .Electricalstares.
Mr. Davis declared that the same
thing would have happened if there defensive it is imperative that Amer- of the country.
The Venhuiten Auto Co. drove thru had been no controversy and regardless ica take an active part in the strug* The Red Cross Membership Drive
three Dodge cars from Detroit yea of the price of gas. ft is well known gle as soon as possible. “We must win committeehas been .able to secure him
that coal is tight and the compan\ the war,” said he, “or we must reiter day.
because he had an off date on Saturhas been doing everything in its power
—
peal the Declaration of Independence.
to get a supply. It is not saying absoday night, at a time when he will be
The Holland St. Louis Sugar Co.,
lutely that the gas supply will have to We must win the war or we must melt in this part of the state on a lecture
will declare a dividend of 3 per cent
tour. So he will come here to tell the
on January 15, 1918, on all stock re- be shut off. It is hoping that coal will the Liberty Bell and out of the molten
people of Holland what he saw at the
turn up in time, but it is giving the
nuk-s we must cast medals; on ne side
• rorded by January 5, 1918.
people this informationbelieving the
front.
engrave the name of the Kaiser and
The lecture will be given in the city
public has a right to be informed in
Mrs. L. E. Van Drezer and daugh
time. If the coal conies, so much the on the other, ‘Murder, kill, rape, de hall on Saturday evening beginning at
*ters Maude and Marion »will leave tobetter; if not, then the company has stroy, no questions will be asked on the 7:45. It will be entirely free to the
» anmflw Jar Lesington, Ky., where they
at least done all in its power, says day of judgment.’ We must win the public. It will be one of the best
'wiL visit Rev. and Mrs. Benj Bush.
Mr. Davis. It is willing to accept gas
opportunities local people have had to
Mrs. Bush was formerly Miss May Van
war or we must take the light from the get into close touch with actual condicoal from anybody or anywhere in orDreter.
Statue of Liberty in New York Har- tions on the western front thru the
der to keep going.
—
bor and substitute a sword, replacing eyes of one who has been there.
The Eastman Kodak company has
:o:
ENGAGEMENT
JS ANNOUNCED. the words, ‘Liberty enlightening the
/ paid .a dividend of 50 per cent to holdAll Odd Fellows are requested to be
world,’ with the phrase, ‘Might Make?
«• ars.of common stock the last y<;ar.—
Miss Christine Fris to Become the right.’. We must win the war or we at the regular meeting Thursday ever ‘'Kx. People do want to get their picWife of Ada P'/stor
must change the Gospel and instead of ning. Imoortant business will be
ture 'tudk.
reading, ‘He who takes the sword shall transacted.
—to:—
Cards were received Wednesday in perish with the sword,’ we must read,
Thursday evening a company of rel- which Mrs. L. Fris announcesthe en- He who takes the sword shall rule
Miss Johanna Knoll has returned to
atives and friends surprised .Mr. and gagement of her daughter Christine to with the sword’.” Mr. Diekema gave Holland after spending a week at
Mrs. John Bosmau on the occasion of the Rev. J. K. Van Baalen, B. D. Res
it his opinion that none of the Attilns the home of her parents in Olive Cen.heir tenth wedding anniversary. Van Baalen is a graduate of Prince- and Napoleons and Sitting Bulls of hi? ter.
Among those present were Mrs. J. II. ton Theologicol school and he is at tory, could compare with the German
—
—
Broekmeyer and Miss Jennie Brock- present pastor of the Christian Reform- Emperor in dastardly cruelty and inBarn to Mr. and Mrs. John Luid
merer of Grand Rapid* and Dr. Bos- ed churvh at Ada, Michigan.
humanity. “They are all Sunday school ens, 116 East 20th St. — a boy.

Xmas

A Few

FIT-ALL

CASES

ice hex of
cudy ud we
will deliver

Nirrars
fir Tooth Brashes, Cenh, Heir

yoi Xais
Horaiit
for

Huicire
Brash,

ud

luerais

other

Ovtfits
Teiiet Articles.

A

Cheice Liie

Have

French Mirrors

a cheice

liie of

ste-

A Nice Box of Cigars tioiery to
or Cigarettes for the boy choose from.
ad
Tiilet Waters who smokes.
ALL PRICES
tf Perfuses

LAWRENCE DRUG CO.
Phono 1295

54 East Eighth Stroat
Mail Orders Taken Cara Of Sana Day Sant In

-

-

:**r

•nan i4i>*:iluvrMoo.
-'‘Air*.Herbert Pedler of Muskegon
Heights has outdistanced all Muskegon
records and is now going after state
and a at ion* I honors. Between Sept. 1
and Nav. 23 she knitted 43 sweaters
36 brimets and several pairs of wrist
leta, in addition to mittens and stock
ings for members of her family. Rh‘
has two sons in the aviation service.

THE KNICKERBOCKER
THEATRE

A single orchid plant containing two
huge UUoms of rare and- delicatecoloring, was purchased for the neat sum of
tSAWd by Charles M. Wa.d, tulip mag
mjte of California.
/Mayor Sequist of Allegan

is

a

man

The Woman’s Relief Corps of Holland Thursday evening observed its
silver anniversary”, the organiza
tion of the local branch of W. K. C.
having taken place a quarter of a cen
’tury ago. There was a large audience
•presentto help celebrate the event.
Hio allied patrioticbodies, the G. A.
R and 8. W. V. 'were officially repre
vented. The hall was beautifullydec
'orated with hunting, flags and cut
tifewtre and the ceremonies celebrating

>r

SNOW TO SAFEGUARD BASEMENTS
Complaint having been made thnt
onow was being drawn from Eighth 81
and not from River Avenue, Mayor
‘Vandersluis explainedto the council
lart night that that was not a case
unfair discrimination,but that it was
absolutely necessary to draw it away
from the one street and not from the
other. He said the snow -was removed
from Eighth street betause if it was
not there was danger of flooding the
basements of the merchants and that
• no such danger existed on the othe

as

VAUDEVILLE POLICY
Starting

S.

COUNT ’EM

Son

Later.
The Above

is

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday

And for the choice Photo Productions you

will have to

hand

it to

the Knickerbocker

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

We

can show you the most
complete line of

ftymmmt'- Jack Pickford and Louise Huff
yv J in that 8tory that you have read the Saturday Evening Post
all

in

The Varmint
Scenario from

i

WITCHES

the Book of Owen Johnson

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Douglas Fairbanks

The

city. Ladies Gold Filled Bracelet Watches from $10 up.

in the

In a rip-roaring and unusual play

“Down To

in the prayer room of the Wesleyan
Methodistchurch Thursday evening.
Iking Bibles. Meeting opens at 7:30.
George Pelgrim has enlisted in the
ordnance department at Camp Custer.
Mrs. R. Zeerip of West 9th 8t. who
taa been seriouslyill for the last week

story

is

Earth”

by Fairbanks, himself. Better order your seats early on this one

VA

for

Military Wrift Watches from

$4.25 up.

WEDNESDAY’S, THURSDAY’S AND FRIDAY

UDEVILLE

or better still— Come

down to the Knick and

see theAdvertising

MATINEES

Trfith neuritisis slowly recovering.

EVERY TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY AT

2:15. Prices 15 and 25 Cents.

•George Heidema was in Grand Rap-

i.Okre for the Dying.,,

lines of splendid

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN

Oonnel and Austin In “A Study on Whools.” B-Tho Gregorys In
“Thoss Ozsrk Folk" O—Fermmndy end May In n Musical Novelty "A Rare
Iraki" D- Tha Traooy Trio, A Plano Art, It will got you, E— Announcement

See the Sentinel advertising

Tuesday.
Henry Geerlings was in Grand Haven on Sunday School business Friday.
The Red Cross asks you to remember
tha old song “Rescue the Perishing,

many

Sprietsma &

Mo

Bible study and fellowship service

ids Saturday.
J. A. Vander Veen was in Grand
Rapids on business Monday.
I., Altmftn of the French Cloak Co.
made a business trip to Grand Rapids

noth-

Christmas Gift than

Monday, December 24

5 BIG CITY ACTS,
A—

like, you’ll find

Footwear.

street.

Gerrit Klassen for the Klassen Printing Company was in Grand Rapids on
business Saturday.

you

a selection from our

the even were beautlful in the extreme.

DRAW AWAY

much

ing that’s better for a

When

^ 4

I

Look as

HOLLAND’S HOME OF REAL ATTRACTIONS

the street committee recently appeared dilatory in it*
work the mayor personally took charge
•of several teams and spent a day directing the hauling of cinders to the
worst Vtreet. At the next council senrfion he had. .a perfect understanding
-with the street committee. He finish
-ed the work on that street and the commil tee got busy with other streets.
<df business.

Christnas Footwear!

EVENING PRICES
15c, 25c,

35c and 50c— These

prices include the

Seats

War Tax.

NOW.

Better Reserve

Your Holiday

-

THE FAIRBANKS AND OTHER BIG STAR PRODUCTIONS SHOWN AT THIS THEATER ARE
NOT SHOW OLD OR RE ISSUE PIC TUBES- ALL OUR PLAYS ARE EXCLUSIVE

NEW-WE DO

Stevenson’s

Jewelry Store
24 Eist Eighth Street

HolUod

.

pj.1'

-

*

r

iW^

T1

1

'

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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1917

NUMBHB JITTY OHB

COUNTY NURSE
TELLS OF

WORK
OTTAWA

IN

DESCRIBES CONDITIONS HEBE IN
ARTICLE IN "PUBLIC

ASK ABOUT

IN;

HEALTH"

IT.

Health SupervisionIn the

Catching Santa

Public

Schools Not a Passing Fad
She Says.

and light of

An article on "School Nursing,” bj
Miss Blanche E. Post, Ottawa County
Nurse, delivered before convention,^*
the State Association of Charities and
Corrections in L&ssing in October, yj*
published in this month's issue of Pub-

foot,

Mischief in her eye,

Down

the stairs she softly comes,

lic Health, the official magazine of the

State Board of

health.

•

J

Sai^a Claus to spy;

Speaking of conditions in Ottawa
County, Miss Post says:

"Health supervisionof schools is not
bound to take possession of all humanitarian people
when rightly considered. The school
Men and the Women 'a Clubs of Holland and Grand Haven, through the

She will catch him unawares—

a passing fad but is

'^Increase your deposit &f
and in 50weeks

a

week

hav^^^

WON'T THAT

163.76 LOOK GOOD TO YOU NEXT CHRISTMAS? TO
OET MUCH ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS. BRING IN A NICKEL NOW.
AND EACH WEEK INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT 6 CENTS AND IN FIFTY

WEEKS HAVE

163.76.

OR YOU CAN BEGIN WITH 10 CENTS, TWO CENTS
ONE CENT AND IN FIFTY WEEKS HAVE:
10-CEHT CLUB
5-CENT CLUB

PAYS

OR EVEN

$127.50
68.75
25.50
12.75

PAYS
2-CENT CLUB PAYS
KENT CLUB PAYS

YOU CAN BEGIN WITH THE LARGEST PAYMENT AND DECEASE
YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.
THERE ARE ALSO 50 CENT $1.00 AND $6.00 CLUBS WHERE YOU
PAY IN THE SAME AMOUNT EACH WEEK. START TODAY. ALSO
BTART YOUR LITTLE ONES.
•

Holland City State Bank

JEWELBY OF TASTE
for

men of taste is a characof this establishment.

teristic

Sleeve links, scarf pins, fobs^
etc., all show that quiet effect
which appeals to men of refinement. In rings, watches, and
other things a man may wear

our collectionis replete with examples of fine quality and craft-

manship. A

visit is invited.

Judge of Probate petitioned the Ottawa County Board of Supervisors to appropriate sufficient funds to cover this
service and in January, 1916, Ottawa
county became affiliated with the Bed
Cross and establisheda departmentof
school inspection. The work was continued in 1917. This gives one nurse
for 125 Rural Schools, nine Parochial
and the City Schools of Holland, Grand
Haven and Zeeland, with a territory to
cover of about 24 square miles or 1,056
miles and an inspection of from 9,000

to 10,000 school children. With one
nurse it is impossible to visit every
school and inspect each pupil present
more than once a year. This is far
from adequate, but it is a beginning.
"Seriousdefects of eyes, ears, nose,
throat, lungs, skin, teeth, glands, nutrition, deformities,and mentality arc
discovered with surprising freauency
and in nearly every school virftedfrom
35 to 75 per cent are found suffering
from one or more physical defects serious enough to require skilled attention. Although many of the defects are
curable or preventable, parents do not
observe them or underestimate their
seriousness;they frequently do not se4
the defects in heir own children or believe they will out grow them, so the
best of many lives are lost through
the stuntinginfluences while young,
that could be corrected,but impossible
to cure later in life. In many instances
defects develop because medical and
dental attention is not eadily available and sometimes through ignorance
and lack of sanitationin the home, and
in a good many cases, children are defective because of improper seating,
lighting and ventilation of the
schools.”

FARMS COST MONEY AT
CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH.

Geo. H. Huizinga

& Company

Cedar Springs, Michigan land is
constantly increasing in value. D. M.
White of Courtlandtownship has sold
his 80-acre farm for $7,500. He will
go south with Mrs. White for the winter and take life easy the remainder
of his days. I. M. Wolbrink, just east
of the same place, sold his 80-acrefarm
for $0,800. He too will retire.

-

Something More Than Advice
a Practical, Proved Plan

It’s

Worked Out For You
I

f

"Hire the man with a plan," ordered the president of a large
American manufacturingconcern.. He wanted men around him who
had more than mere advice and theory.
There are loads of advice in this world TELLING YOU TO
SAVE, bat It is seldom somebody gives you a definite plan for carrying out the savings idea.
Here is the plan provided for you by the Peoples State Bank. It
is a tested, practicalsavings plan adopted last year by men and women
boys and girls of Holland.. It ^especially for those wishing money for

o

.......

-

LOCALS

Henry Kraker and M. West rate were
Haven Monday.

in Grand

—

:o:— -

Jacob Van Putten, Jr., left Monday
morning for Detroit.
— :o:—
Miss Marguerite Diekema was in
Grand Rapids Monday. ,

—

— :o:
Mrs. J. Van Putten Jr., was a Grand
Rapids visitor Monday.
— :o:
John Niea is visiting in Evanston,

—

m

Miss Edith Caprpon was a Grand
Rapids visitorMonday.

—

Franklin Cappon took the interurban Monday for Grand Rapids.

Christmas.

The Christmas Money Club Joined by Hundreds in Holland.
There are several divisionsin the club. The division you Join will
determinethe amount you save.
Divisions 1, 2 and 6 provide $12.75,$25.50 and $63.75 respectively.
You may begin weekly deposltswith 1c, 2c, 5c, 25c, 50c or $1.
The bank gives you a check about December 15 for the correct
sum. It is your Christmas money.
Join today. Call at the bank for descriptivecircular.

Peoples
State

Bank
Holland,

Michigan

George Manting of the Naval Rewas in Holland on a holiday

furlough.

serves

f

The first wooden ship to be launched
under war rush plans on the Pacific
coast was constructed in 120 days.
Albert Kuiper of Holland has gone
to Hamilton to start
business.

in the

barber

Martin Dykema was in Muskegon on
were Grand Rapids visitorsMonday,
business Monday.
The Ladies Guild of Grace church
will hold a bazaar in the gas office tomorrow.

a

Alfred Scholter,
Hope College
Sophomore, is confined to his room vith
an attack of la grippe.
Falling from a ladder George Hames
of Saugatuck snstained injuriei from
which he died. He wae 83 years old
and a shipbuilder.

The Holland stores will be open for
Christmasbusiness Tuesday evening,
and after that on Thuraday, Friday
Saturday and Monday evenings.

Get your Wedding Invitations
Printed at the News Office

Mrs. W. Welling of North Holland it
moving to Holland after selling her
farm to Jacob Van Gelderen or Zee-

land.

1

That’s the

Make him
All his

way

to fkid

him!

leave hi&(Mg of toys,
gifts,

behn^him!

^

I
s
1
a

.

Holland City News

FADE TEN

XOCAL BOT SAYS
WAR TO LAST
DAH KEUIDENIBR, SON OF

you want

If

MIS-

SIONABT TO EGYPT, TELLS
OF EXPERIENCE IN

make a

to

CHRISTMAS PRESENT

FRANCE.

that will

Arlo Bombers Blow Up Thsir Camp; Is
Anxious War Should

Buy a box

Below will be found a letter of Dan
Kruidenierof Holland now stationed
in France who writes an interesting
letter to friends here. Mr. Kruidenier
is the son of Rev. and Mrs. Jeremiah
Kruidenier, missionaries to Egypt. He
enlisted in the Canadian army about
two years ago and has seen some fighting as has his side pal, Orrie Brusse
The letter follows below:

We have them

in

be appreciated

DELICIOUS

of these

Remember that the town

is loaded

Chocolate Candies of all makes—

Dear Friend,

down with

BERT’S. Try

a $1.25

is thrift.

Every other person in Japan has an account in a sav-

but there are

NONEthatCAN begin to COMPARE with

1

must thank you for the most sensible
gift, I have ever received. It certain
ly is a comfort bag and the contents
are very much appreciated also very
much needed articles in a soldier's kit.
Thanks ever so much. The mirror is a
very good one and I did need one
badly. I shall endeavor to take the
best of care of it and as long as
keep it in its proper place— the bag—
It will keep from breaking. The tooth

ings bank.

GIL-

own.

England, the richest of all nations,produces the greatest amount of capital through savings.
On thrift depends the nation’s progress as well as your

package of

Panama

Gilbert's

Steaming Hot

and be

convinced' For

sale

One

Coffee for

Luxe
only

\

Dollar Starts an

Account

PEOPLES STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Breakfast

at the

f

A growing account in a savings bank is insurance of
independence.

OR

De

WASTE

Economists say that France would grow rich on what
America wastes.
German strength is based on efficiency and efficiency

30c up to $4.00

11-1017

Your welcome parcel came and

THRIFT AND

Packages ranging in price from

brush holder is a handy article and
•comes in very well. In fact it is

very

all

MODEL DRUG STORE

fine.

Since I last wrote you we have had
various experience,including moves,
with new operations, etc., which of
course. I'm not permittedto explain

ExcluiveAfetti

‘.that
>Well, I’m running a canteen now and
have been for some time so I had to
let off writing for a couple of hours
while I served the men. Quite an interestingexperience this canteen busi'ii ms, something like running a small
store. It is only a Company Canteen,
bull -ill' quite a business and get along
real well.
Something about our Camp. It might
interest you that we are located quite
close to the sea and it is quite a lovely
site. In the sand. That is a great
deal Wlter than moping about in the
mul as we had been used to before
we came here and I must mention that
mud is far from pleasantto get in. A
short time ago we had a change from
,tbe nice sand to the miserable weather
•and mud and needless to say it— we
•were more than pleased to get back,
•and we would hate to leave this camp
'Iho it is in a rather bad location,fot
Fritz has a good chance at it every
night, the weather permitting.
How is everything in Holland f You
• said very little about the place in
yoar Inst letter. It must be a nice,
• quiet place, and I wouldn't mind paying you all a visit _ just to get awav
from here. Would you entertain me?

•

Well do I remember your hospitality
on previous occasions,and I am sure
you would be as good now ns ever before. How has Macatawa been this
last season! Many were the good
times that Hank and I had. in *he
name Macatawa Park, during 'the two
or three summers that we were out
there. No such times now tho as long
as Fritz hold out. Confound him, I
wish that he would let up, we’d be
only too pleased to quit ourselves. But
no such luck.
It is raining again and good and

--so:

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

18 cent

At Oar Two Stores
At our 13th

-Ask yourGrocer for

COFFEE

Gold Bond Coffee

Order in by mail

are unable to call and

GOLD BOND COFFEE meets the demand for a high grade Coffee at a popular

if

will

fill

your wants.

|

it

Gifts in the line of Shoes, Slippers’ Suitcases,Comfy slip-

j

&

Nick

Pore Food Grocery

185 River

Standard Grocer

shoe repairing done with

B. Steketee’s

Every package carries a coupon, which we redeem for
beautifuland useful premiums.

Ave.

Phoie 1014

|
I

Kammeraad
384 Ceitnl Avenue

170 West 13th

Milline Go-

Hoover

is

asking everybody

^

to

Ij

cut expenses and profits, therefore, we are selling

Wonder Flour

at the lowest possible price.

m

Little
ways has

Wonder flour

been.

To-days

is just as good as

it

al-

,

retail price at

any store

is

$1.51 for a 1-8 bbl. sack

-

$3.00
If

for a 7-4

your dealer has not got Little

will deliver it to

you

direct

from the

bbl

Wonder Flour, we
mill at the

1

above gg

prices

Why

pay more

money

for

Flour that is

man-

ufactured outside.

«
BE

ACH

The End of a Busy
M

rpHERE

is

nothing so restful, so soothing in its effects

tired brain at the close of a

There
as
0

Peter Boot
Dry Goods and Groceries

Fresh Vegetables and
Canned Goods for Holidays

is

Orders Taken and Goods

-

in the Lantern.
If Japanese lanterns have a little
wand put In the bottom there will ba
small danger of their rutchlng fire, as
the sand gives weight and bolds tb<
candle firm.

Bead what

frazzeled nerves and

nothing that meets the desire for music so

fully, so satisfyingly,

so

artistically

the

Bush & Lane Cecilian
Player Piano
The Piano Anyone Can Play
The player-piano, the best modern achievement of the musical instrument makers,
reaches its highest pinnacle of perfection in the Bush & Lane Cecilian Player Plano.
It is easy to operate, simple in the controls which produce every shade of expression
desired, absolutely dependable in its construction, and as a piano it is as fine a piece of
work as can be produced by experience, skill, first-class materialsand thorough methods.

You cannot find a better means of satisfyingyour desire for music, every day,
than by investing in a Bush & Lane Cecilian Player Piano. You cannot get more for
your money elsewhere and it is easy for you to get less. Do not be satisfied with the ordinary player-piano but see and hear and buy the genuine Bush & Lane Cecilian.
«

HENRI.

Sand

Vanderaluis has

£bont Handkerchiefs.

upon

busy day, for father, mother or children, than music.

In Haste,

o

Day

ILLIIIG CO.

day.

----

possible speed

Wholesale Distributers

At this time Mr.

little

a long time, i have also received a letter from Janet Van Goss, and those
socka which I'm wearing right now. I
have several pairs of socks now having
received three parcels from Canada,
each containing a pair of socks, eatables, writing material,smokes, etc. The
socks you knit me are betcr than any
of the others. You ask if all Canadian
soldiers were favored with Bibles! No,
'but I stiil have the one given me by
Aunt Jane one Christmas. I have been
very fortunate to keep it. I’m again
out of the hispital, back with the boys
We expert to move to another part of
the line very soon, it cannot be any
better than this place, even if Fritz
does drop his boms here nearly every
night.
The weather is very cold and damp
here, the winter rams already are
brewing. That means wet feet and lots
of mud. This is a fine country for mud
of every variety and description.
tl is now nearly a^year ago that
left Canada and I have had many ex
periences in that time. Home of them
quite exciting. I have seen beautiful
coutny out here and had some good
times. I’m ready to come back any
Jlme they give me a chance.
I suppose it will be nearly Christina?
when you get this so I'll say Merry
•Christmas and hobo that another year
I may be able to be home to spend the

-

all

Holland, Mich.

Nov. 14,
I have just received your letter of
the 7th of October and was very glad
to hear from you as I had no mail for

.

and price

Visit our store for quality
Electric

suits the popular taste.

Avenue Store

pers are always acceptable.

price. The repeat orders show, that in

drink and flavor

Store

Toys.

you

we

St.

Christmas suggestions can be had in the New Idea
Dress Patterns, Dry Goods and Notions, Shoes and

At our Central

night but we ail hope that it won’t
rain tomorrow as tomorrow is Sunday
and a day off for the lot.
Must close now, so long till next time
and my you be successfulin whatever
you undertake.
Your aincerely

—

lbs.

of our celebrated

hard, it’s alright as long as it rains at

—

200

another

Cor. 8tli St ti4 River Ave.

for Bolltil

We

have had our camp attacked by bombing aeroplaneswith
wicked results,things like that make
me hate the war the more and also
wish that it would come to and end
Moon, but I doubt nevertheless if it
vrili wind up before another year or
rhwo, much as I hate to think of it.
There are those who think it will all
be over by the end of this year or the
beginning of next year but I am a bit
more rationaland by dose figuringand
'reasoning make it a bit later than
farther.

IVe have received

Promptly Delivered

Bush

& Lane

Piano Co.

HOLLAND, MICH.
32

West Eighth Street

Citz.

Phone 1255

Holland City

Hews

paob

NOT TO USE SUGAR
TO DRAW TRADE

ISAAC

KOUW

& CO.

Holland

St. Louis Sugar Company

Publishes Letter Helping Causerration Propaganda

Houses, Lots, Resort Property,

In a letter made public by the Holland-fit.

all

kinds

Louis Sugar company today

the Mirhigan-OhioBeet Sugar commit-

off shipment* to
retailers who “use

tee threatens to cut

wholesalers or

and sizes

this commodity

Cash,

Easy Terms

i

DEALERS ABE WARNED THAT
THIS MAY CAUSE CUTTINQ
OFF OF SUPPLY

BARGAINS IN
and Farms of

•

Eunmr

whether

Make This

A

Musical Christmas

to directly

hOlp the sale of other commodities or
to attract customers.

it
i

The letter follows:

“It now is, or should be, a well
known fact that the United States

'i

w

rr

government, through the food adminis-

Exchanges

tration has determinedupon a forced
reduction in the consumptionin this

*27,'

country as a war measure towards
providing increased supplies for the

FIRE INSURANCE

and our troops nbroad.
“There are many of the wholcaale

allies

and

retail trade, also

consumersin the

Michigan Ohio district,who apparent-

do not realise as

yet what

this

'J

means, nor what is expected of them

Good Reliable Companies

St.

36 W. 8th

Citz.

Phone 1166

individually in

the

present

critical

who
in one way or

period of sugar scarcity,but

are

still endeavoring,

an-

other, to secure more than their just
share of the beet sugars now available
in order to hold as nearly as possible

MUSIC— The

a

normal distribution,and from
that position secure competitive advantagesto themselves. v
“We quote from a letter dated November 27, from the food administration sugar distributing committee, of

Holland, Mich.

is

Gifts, Brings Happiness

ECONOMY— A

big
ig word in war time, don't wa&e
money on useless trifles. Order your Piano. Edison Diamond
Disc Phonograph or Columbia Graphonola now so as to be sure
and get what you want.

at war. Sugar

is a necessity required to carry it

Austin Harrington

Home

Through All The Year.

Chicago:

“This nation

Ideal

to a successful issue. There is an
acute shortage in the United
States and throughoutthe world.
Any use of this commodity for advertising purposes is a profiteering
practicecontrary to the spirit animating loyal citizens of this re-

We

will take your Liberty Bond

on any

of

them

at full value.

public.

COAL
COKE
WOOD
Avenue and Eighth

First

Citz.

Phone

Street

W04

Escape The Hard, Tiresome

Work

of

Washing

Don’t fuss and bother with

ing. Our laundry will take

all

your family washthe work, muss and

trouble off your hands.

We

call for

*

We

your cloths regularly each week

wash* them all,
ill, starch the pieces that need it, dry
all the cloths and iron and fold, ready for use, your
bed and table linen, towels, etc.

Our service

charge

is

prompt and our

is but

2c apiece

““If any dealer who uses sugar
for such purposes, whether to directly help the sale of other commodities or to attract customers
to his place of buainess,all further
suppliesshould be withheld.
“This committee believes this
is no time to temporize.Either
these dealers must aid the government in the full spirit of such
assistanceor must admit that their
first consideration is of themselves
and their busines*. In the latter
ease this committee will wholly
refuse to aid them.
“We cannot express too strongly our determinationto be governed by these principles.”
The president, in hi* message Tuesday, touched upon further price legislation with the remark. “The law of
supply and demand, I am sorry to say,
has been replaced by the law of unrestricted selfishness.”
Compared with many other sections
of the country where consumers have
been entirely without sugar for weeks
at a time, or families have been limited to purchases of from one-quarter of
a pound to one pound per week, the
Michigan-Ohio district has had nothing
to complain of, but anlem prompt action is voluntarily taken by all the
wholesalers, retailersand consumers
to economize with supplies received,
those who continueimprovidentmust
not expect any consideration from this
committee.
We wish to add that it is quite possible that the food administration may
decide at any moment to draw from
and thereby reduce this

Cook Bros. Music House
40 East Eighth

MAKE WARM FRIENDS

district's

Ask Your Neighbor

TAKE PHOTOS

Buy Your Furnace From

OTTAWA
COUNTY SCHOOL

Ottawa County Standard schools,togethcr with the standard schools of
Allegan county, will figure in the educational publicity campaign

that

the

Hie Holland

state of Michigan will put on throughout the state in the near future. Tues-

Model Laundry
Citz.

Phone 1442

Holland, Mich.

day George N. Rockwell, assistantsuperintendent of public instructionwas
in Holland,visiting County Commissioner Stanton and going with him to
eeveral standardschools in the county
to take photographsof them.
Two types of schools were visited—

*

being built and those that were so
repaired by the board of education
that they came up to the standard
qualifying them for the “Standard
School” plate.
Photograph*of these types of school
will be thrown on the screen in
counties in the state

at

all

gives you

A Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year

onsiderable importancein many parti
of the state, and the school authorities at Lanting have formed plans to
bring the standard sihool propaganda
home to every school board member in
Michigan.
Ottawa County has 31 standard
schools at the present time. Allegan
County is also well supplied. These two
counties,in fact, lead the state in this
respect and it is for that reason that
they were choaen'<tohelp in this campaign of educational publicity throughout Michigan.

-

:0:

HERE’S WHERE
Opp.

Int.

Waiting Room
Citizens Phone

_

1041

company that

SERVICE and QUALITY

of

the highest grade

With your purchase you are
Y ear Service

also given a

FIVE

Bond, issued from our main

office

the annual

held during the winter months. The

GREETS YOU

Co.

meeting of the school officers that are
school officers’ meetings have attained

Restaurant

rum

because you are buying from a

those that became standard schools on

THE BOSTON

Phone 1269

Citizens

Holland Furnaces

present supplies in relieving the more
acute situationin the other sections
referred to.

OF

Street

-

Although we are over

600 furnaces behind,

we will

be in a position to give local customers

prompt and immediate attention

Holland Furnace Co.

MONEY TALKS

Holland, Michigan

“Perhaps I am not good enough to
been seen in -your company,” said the
penny to the dollar, “but at least I attend church more regularly than you
do.”

_

_

M

nouana
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News

VEIT COMPANY
MX&RILL OF HOLLAND
FORMER LOCAL
IS RE ORANIZED
GETS
SIXTY
DAYS
IN
MAN MAKES
SOON TO OPEN
THE COUNTY JAIL
good Record
I

NEW MEN PURCHASE BUILDING

THREE SENTENCES HANDED OUT
2HL L E. HEABLEY GOMES BACK
BY JUDGE IN COURT;
ALSO 9100 FINE.
FROM CHICAGO A BIO
WINNER.
In circuit court Friday Judge O.

AND STOCK; GIVE PLANT
NEW NAME.
The old Veit Manufacturingplant on

8. Cross disposed of throe more cases West Sixteenth street will soon be a
Dr. L. E. Heaslej, treasurer of the from among the number on the list going concern in Holland. This plant
awaiting sentence. Two of the of- tai hft<1 man. financialahipwrecksin
Bhorewood Farms Poultry Company at
flaugatuck, has made a wonderfulrec-

r'

r

but

u i,1rled

by

ord with his birds in competition with with stealing beans from the granary moneyed-men and managed by a man
of Philo Way in Allendale were sent with years of experience in the busibirds from all over the country. Dr.
to Ionia for a period of from one year nMS
Beasley was formerly of Jeniaon Park to fifteen years with the recommonda
, .
tad a few months ago he assumed the lion of one year
The P1*”1 ,"11
^ J*"“Sewair Morrill,charged with furnish
and within sixty days the
nanagership of the Saugatuck concern. He has just returned from Chi ing liquor to a person on the black list managementwill have forty skilled
in the city of Holland was called for mon employed, making store and bank
tag* with his string of Ruff Leghorns
sentence,and Judge Cross gave him a furniture. The plant proper is said to
and display of Rhode Island Whites,

be

’

Kntence. »r7

“

‘V* very

j,i'
eondition with few
and succeeded in winning again in this iddmSn
Merrill conducts the Gem restaurant changes to be made,
ahow the Championship in the Buff
on the East end and charged his plea I J. J. Cosby of Grand Rapids has
Leghorns, winning five out of six firsts,
of not guilty to
been iecured si manager. He has had
and many of the other special prises
and silver cup for best display, mak BOILEB AT POOLS
27 S'!1™ «Pwi',,“ ln 'bi* H”* °f
TTJFNrrr tu^wh tip manufacturing,eight years of which
ing a complete winning of 127 points,
IDENCE BLOWS UP
*the Nacht(.gai
while his nearest competitor won 27,
Mfg.
Co.,
of
Grand
Rapids
which has
and all his competitors combined winAn alarm of fire was sent in from a nation-wide reputation. This in the
ning but 60 points. This w'nning was box 21 this being Hotel Holland cor.
made with egg-bred stock which has her Saturday morning. When the fire firm that put in the beautiful fixtures
repeatedly made high egg records in loparmentarrived there they were in one of our local banks recently.
Mr. Crosby will be here on Decern
officialcompctitiois,and the Saugstuck informed that the George A. Poole
her
20 and will move his family here
concern now owns the hen making tl»* home on the Park road was on fire
highest official egg record ever made One department remained in the city shortly afterward, making Holland hii
in Buff Leghorns,being 252 in on.’ but Chief Rlom sent the truck to the future home.
Many local men are interested who
. year. Shorewood Farms Co. also owl Poole residence. When they arrived
the hen making the highest officialrec- there they found that the heating boil- have faith in the undertakingprovid
eord ever made in Rhode Island Whites er had blown up cousin? considerable ed competent managementis secured.
being 242 in eleven months. Forty per smoke but doing only slight damages. They claim that lack of this element
eent of the entry in egg contests this The American La France truck went spelled failure heretofore.
The newly elected officers are John
season of this company crossed the 200 through the heavy roads and deep aonw
ark and won many prises for winter in fine shape and arriving on the scene Taxe’.aar,Holland,president; D. J.
laying. The slogan of the Saugat:iok in ten minutes.The Poole residence is 0. Stryker, Grand Rapids, vice-presi
firm is to “get two eggs whore one located nearly half wav to Macatawa dent; M. Lievenie, Holland, secretary;
Hyo Bos, Holland, treasurer; J. J.
waa gotten before.”
Park.
Crosby, Grand Rapids, general man

guilty.

(

KBS-

CLUB

^

_

_

TO PLAYGROUNDS
LONGFELLOW SCHOOL OBOANIZATION REALIZES THAT
AMOUNT FROM SALE.

The card system has arrived in Holland, and after a few daye it will be
impossible to buy sugar in this ci.y
At a meeting of the P-T club of the unless a “sugar card” ia presented.
Longfellowschool the sum of 925 wa«
H>at was the conclusion reached Fri.
realised from the sale of presents from
day evening at a meeting of the grocers
the Christmas tree. This mone- will
beMtatributedto the Playgroundfund. and wholesalers.There was an atTbe fweaents were sold to the highest tendance of 26 of the 32 grocers, and
bidders.
the decision was unanimous that un8upt. E. E. Fell and Miss Blanche E
less there is to be a sugar famine in
Poet, County Nurse, were the principal
speakers at the meeting. Miss Man Holland the card system will have to
Geegh gave Christmas readings. A'bout be adopted. It was declared that un150 were present. The 'Olh grade less soms conservation plan »s adopted
gave a group of songs and the second Holland ^ill be without sugar within
grade gave a surprise. The club went
two months. By adopting the card plan
on record to aid the Civic Health comii confidently believed that there

t

.

“The 6ifts Supreme.”

GhcSfcm&ania

Remember the

^

agf.
CARDSYSTEM IS
ADOPTED IN HOLLAND TO STAY

GIYES°$25.00

BOOKS AND STATIONERY
with a book
S/UJwsTiAar

to his
.«•

— he

TILL THEY PAY

UP

FILLMORE AND SALEM MEN
HAVE LONG TIME TO

MAY

on

will pass It

comrades.
«

The following are
a few of the latest

Ideal

books:—

MPen

Fou

“Tha Soul of a lafcop”
H.Q. Wills.... $1.50
“Over tho Top"

JAIL

IN

MB RBEl
TOPOWDt

I

Soldier boy

Empty

.........

$1.80

“Studtnt in Arms"
D. Hanley

l

.....

01*80

SERVE.

Albert Brenner of Salem and Garret
Sale of Fillmore are still in Allegan
jail and have been there some months.
Both were ordered to give bonds to pay
for the support of their illegitimate
children and both have refused or
been unsuccessful to do so. They
would rather lie in jail than give the
bonds and pay the weekly sum stipulated by Judge Cross. Both these fellows
had trials some time ago. SheriffHill
man has them confined to the upper
floor the cell block and there they will
remain indefiinitelvand without
will be no ihortage.
great deal of liberty. He is doing just
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
what the law requires of him in not
SUNDAY SCHOOL MEETS Under the new syatem each person permitting them to be about the jail.
in the city will be allowed one pound
The judge ordered them confined.
A meeting of the executive commit- a week. This is enough sugar for anytee of the Ottawa County Sundav body, in fact much more than enough.
School Association was held in Grand
And whatever sugar is conserved by
Havea. Henry Geerlings of Holland,
this system will be available for use
prefident of the organisation,presided.
IN DRAFT AGE
Work for the coming year was dis- of America’sallies. Moreover it will

“Dwelling Plata of Light"
Churchill ....... $1.00
*

for
ST

ENUST

Ralph Connor.. 01.40

Christmas

ATIONERY —Eaton, Cranes, Highland Linen— in fancy gift boxes,
beautiful display of Xmts Cards and Booklets ctnuot
be equalled. Come early and get tbe bed ^ selection.

Our

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

THREE ZEELAND
BOYS

Tha Major"

OPPOSITE

INTERURBAN WAITING ROOM
30 W. 8th Sir.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Phono 1748

THOUGH NOT

etuoed and visitationsand other mat- prevent a famine here.
ter! were planned for the coming year.
A committee composed of H.

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOYS
NOT MOLLYCODDLES
SAYS ALLEGAN GAZETTE
ABOUT HOLLAND CLASS
Occasionally some fellow marks himlelf almost a reprobate by sneering at
Sunday^choolsand terming those who
attend and those who guide them just
ao many mollycoddles. The record of
that Sunday-schoolclass in Holland,
every member of which save one has
enlisted .and that one responded to the
draft and was rejected)is a rebuke to
auch mean calumnies. Investigati”
would show that a very large proportion of the volunteersof recent month
have had Sunday-school training or
were tftill active in Sunday-school and
church work. Locally this proporition
certainly is very large. Sunday-school*
do not specially evolve mollycoddles
and surely there are thousands of the
mean breed who never saw a Sunday
school. — Allegan Gabette.

THEY JOIN THE COLORS

Three Zeeland boys enlistedthe past
Van week in Grand Rapids. Philip, 18-yearLente, John Olert, John DeGoede and old sop of Mr. and Mrs. John Rooku*
John DeJongh was appointed to work enlisted in the navy and is now training at Columbus, Ohio. Paul Boone,
out the detailsof the plan. Mayor J.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Boone,
Vandersluis will appoint some central- and Benjamin Boonstra,son of Mr
ly located merchant whose duty it will
and Mr*. Frank Boonstra, also enlist
be to look after the distribution of ed in the navy and are receiving thei:
the cards. People desiring cards can
training at the Great Lakes Naval
apply to him and he will foe t'» it that Training Station. Mr. Boone wa* a
no one gets more thin bis just number member of this year’s Senior elj*s of
of card*.
the High school, while Mr. Boonstra,
The plan i« to have the >ame system wa* employed by the F. BoonstraMerfollowed in the «niall-*rplaces in this cantile Co.
district. If they <1 1 not follow this or
some other conservation system they
The Star of Bethlehem will give a
will be without sugar in a month or dance Friday night in Odd Fellow hall
two, *o that necessitywill compell them on Central Avenue. Lacey’s orchestra
to do something.
will furnish the music.
At the meeting Friday night C. M
«>
McLean and Albert Kuiper explained Isaac Marsilje was in Grand Haven
the situationto the grocers.
on business Monday morning.

Buy Them by the Box

for the

FIRST BATCH

HOLIDAYS

OF QUESTIONS

ARE MAILED
LOCAL DRAFT BOARD SATURDAY
SENDS OUT 126 OF THEM
TO REGISTRANTS

Graham & Morton
«

Transportation Co.

Sscrstaryof Board Praise* Work
Done By Volunteers This
Week.
The

fir»t

batch of

questionnaires

were sent out by the local draft board.
The letters sent out Saturdaynumbered about 125 and that number will he
sent out daily from now on until all
have been eent. There will be only

Jhe Water

X

Way

The Dustless

The Pleasent Summer

Way

Way

two days during the next twenty when

nd

questions will

be

mailed, namely,

Christmas and New Years, on wbicn
days the board proposes to take a va

Twice

cation.

The envelopes for the questionnaires
were addressed by voluntary workers,
most of the work having been done by

daily service, June to

September and

daily during the season of navigation.

teachers in the public schools. Secretary D. F. Boonstra said he could not

•peak too highly of the services rendered by these volunteers. They have
made it possible for the board to get
through the mass of work that nearly
buried the members.
Every man of registrationage, who
entered his name at the registration
last tummer, will be required to fill ou4,
the >blankfl sent to him, whether he has
been dischargedor exemptci or not
Every persons of draft age is now sub
ject to the call of the governmenteith
er in combatant or noncombatant sec
tions of the service. All previous ix
emptions or discharges ore revoked
And even though a man has failed to
paea the physical examinatioa before
the local board or a milita-v camp, he
if again subject to call for any service
the government may designate for him

PeUr Phernambucq left for MuskeMonday morning.

Always boosting and always trying to promote the interests
Each Cigar

is

wrapped separatly, so

they will not break in shipping

of

Holland,

is

the aim of this

company.

(A box of joy for the Soldier Boy)

Ask Your Dealer For
H.

Them

Van Tongeren Cigar Co.
Holland,

Michigan

J. S. MORTON
PRESIDENT

JOHN KRESS
LOCAL AGENT

r

Holland City
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Hews

BEECHWOOD WILL

marry for money. Everything toms things fixed up quite fine. I have a
money. Every- table and a desk, a home made chair
BE
WITH THE FLAG
thing I touch they make me put right and stool, and a first class heater, so 1
The most complete slock of
back. When one is compelled to stay am fixed fine. I have two sergeants
Enthused by a stirring address by
at Camp Custer he can sit up nights
in the tent with me.
G. J. Dickoma,the Beechwood P-T club
Data tta Soldier City Garden-Spot; trying to spend the money he never
I am acting in the capacity of Top Friday night donated $10 from their
Saving Money for Kalay Day.
made. It’s differentwith me. I am
sergeant, mess sergeant and I also is- funds to the Red Cross, and they decidsaving all my money for a rainy day
ed to plaee Beechwood on the Red
sue all the clothing for our detachment
( Private John TerBorg, formerly the so I ’ll be able to buy an umbrella.
Cross map in the Christmas memberwhich consistsof about 175 men, so I ship drive just as decidedly its this
feat full back of the Senior eleven and
“I'm feeling fine and the army life
now a member of Battery A, 328th Field is rather agreeable thus far. I’m get- manage to keep quite busy. But hi community was on the Liberty loan
the only life right now. I wouldn't and the Y. M. C. A. map. For both
Artillery,Camp Cuater, Michigan,haa ting enough to eat, but not enough to
those causes the community camo
get out of the army If I couldn’t get
several interestingremarks to make re- do."
across most splendidly and they plan
back again for anything. I sure do to do even better for the Red Cross,
garding the big cantonment.Ter Borg
tatata
propose to see this war thru. Well, There was a large attendanceat the
ia now under the direct supervision of Dear Father and Mother:—
Gen. Parker came back from France meeting and the address of Mr. DiekeSergeant Teunis Prins, Hope '19, and ij
It has been several days since I’ve
ma was an inspiring one.
today, so we are going to have a Diviwritten
to
you.
I’m
still
in
the
hospiconsequently forced to conduct himself
Other numbers on the program were:
tal, but am doing very well and may sion Review Saturday in which every
“America”; vocal solo, Mrs. Adam
as a real soldier should. Extracts from
be in camp in about a week. I have outfit in the division takes part. Wo
Clarke; reading Roy Heath; piano solo,
his letter follow:
had no mail from you for nearly a
don’t a« wo dont’ belong to the 32nd. Miss Clarke; reading, Mrs. Kate Knr“Columbus discoveredAmerica, month, in fact I have had no mail
Holland, Mich
We are a camp organization.I was dux; piano solo, Vera Moore; reading. 24 East Eighth
Roosevelt discovered Taft, and I guess whatever. My present circumstances
Roy Heath; singing of 8tnr-Hpanglcd
make
it difficult for me to write. I present at a review wc had WednesBanner.”
the man who discovered this gardenwent into the hospital about Oct. i, day. It aure was a fine sight; almost
spot for soldiers must have had the then I really did not expect to be here
25,000 passed the review stand (bebrains of a Wilson.
as long as’ this but I’m going very
“A woman's heart is steel, a man’s slow. I only have a skin disease, sides horses, mules, trucks, and amwhich seems nearly an epidemic. I bulances. It was worth seeing.)
heart is flint, and when the two come
feel alright and can eat well. Pe*
I received a letter from A. H. Laudtogether it makes a match. But when haps I’m better off here than up with
webr a few days ago stating that evthis 85th divisionis turned loose on th0 the Batt. We had an American doctor
erything was fine in Holland aud also
Germans there will be no match. It’ll here from North Dakota, he had been
here for some time but is gone to an- that the Holland Furnaces were still
be for the Germans what Sherman said
other place now.
making warm friends. I can appre-:l
war is.
I suppose it will be near Christmas
elate now more .than ever what a su
Not
cheap in first cost,
“We have to deal with the rail- when you get this so I’ll wish you a
perior furnace the Holland is as we are
merry
Christmas
now
so
that
I'll
sureroad trust or walk; we have to deal
little fuel can I heat
should be everybody’s earnest
getting carload after carload of differthe steamboattrust or swim; we have ly be in time.
With love,
ent makes of Furnaces here to heat the
to deal with the meat trust or starve;
HENRI.
sideration
in the
for a heating
saving
hospitals, etc. Well will close, wishing
and I, for one, have to dance to UnmitaiB
you and your paper the best success, I
Waco, Texas, Friy 12-7, 1917
cle Sam’s music or go to the guard
conserving the coal supply while onr country is in the greathouse and make little rocks out of big Dear Editor,
Tours truly,
est need of it—
to this
one.
I i wi8h to thank you for sending the
Sergeant Roy Klomparens,
“That reminds me of a joke— not a gentinel so promptly. It is fine to get
ere

people touch turns to

HEARD FROM

Watches
IN THE CITY

- AT -

Stevenson's Jewelry Store

Street

The Home Hot Blast Furnace
how

j

bow well and with how

bat

'

my home,

•
jump.

j

when

con-

system. Fuel

market

I

means

owing

Camp

standard one:— A bachelor is a man aji the news way down here in Waeo,
Who thinks twice and then doesn’t an^ j 8ure value it very highly,

war.

Quartermaster,

Waco, Texas.

thank my friends
| i am writing this letter in my
of
Third
church
for
writing. We ap“I have discovered perpetual motion have a fire going full blast as we are
preciate
mail
here
sure
enough. I
since I’ve been here. Money is going having a real Northernerhere. But I
have
met
several
boys
from
Holland,
all the time. Money is the only thing have my tent fixed first class. In my
Corp.
J.
Bremer,
Corp.
G.
Smith,
Pvt.
the human race doesn't shirk. Preach- capacity as Top Berg. I manage to get
H. Griffin, Tiesinga, and several others. They all seem to be well satisfied. They are working hard and will
tent; P. 8.— I also wish to

without a doubt be promoted.

We

sell

Bonds yielding from

5 per cent to 6

I saw some of the trenches that
Bremer and Griffin helped dig. It sure
no small job to dig through solid

per cent to Banks, Capitalists and the general public

who invest their money with safety.

We

sell

lime stone.
It is fuel

proven and Bankable Securities only.

Dividends on Stocks we

sell

are from 8

HOLLAND GIRL

per cent to

offer

Tower Cotton Mills, Inc.,

cent.

Niles,

Misi Cora Vandc Water of Holland
has been appointed acting register of
probate of Ottawa count” in the offic*
of the judge. She will succeed Wilford
Fa Kieft, who has joined the Ambulance Train at Camp Ouster. Miss Van
de Water for the past two years has

and give with
it 25 per cent of the Common Stock as a bonus.
The Common Stock issued is now earning 20 per
cent and we expect to have it paying dividends 1
per cent to 2 per cent per month within a short
Mich., 7 per

NOW

AT GRAND HAVEN

12 per cent annually on par value $10.00 per *hare.

We now

IS

REGISTER OF PROBATE

Preferred Stock

been stenographer in the office of Fri-d

T. Miles, prosecuting attorney.

time.

BINKHORST & CO.

D.

Now

sav-

ed that adds
to

Get a

your bank

Home

account.
Let the

Hot Blast

Home

Furnace

Hot Blast

and you can’t

Furnace

go wrong

do

it for

you

Investment Securities
Is the time to get

Kalamazoo, Michigan
Burdick House

Block

CHRISTMAS ORDERS

Telephone 1150

Remember we can

in.

Battle Creek Office
No. 618-19 Pott

Bldg.

your

make your

sitting

in the

Telej-Hone 3450
evening

if it

suits you bet-

ter.

SEND THIS COUPON

IN

Without any commitment on

may send me your

literature on

BY MAIL

my

Always make an

part you

Tower Cotton

appointment for

Mills.

night sittings.

HOME FURNACE

Name

Holland, Michigan

Dobben
Ave.
Mich.

OTTAWA COUNTY
Address

The Lacey Studio
19 E. 8th

St.

John H.

REPRESENTATIVE

538 Central
Holland,

Up Suiri

Citz.

r—

CO.

iiitmtiimmummiimmi

inrnmit

Mi

Phone

ALLEGAN COUNTY REPRESENTATIVE

2141

A. K. Prins

Rural Route 8
Holland, MichCitz. Phone 41

12

3R

LADIES

Holland -St. Louis Sugar Co.
Manufacturers of Granulated Sugar : : TheJSweetest and the Best

WINTER CLOAKS
i

This

1-2 Price
have just eleven Cloaks
left, all

Company has Factories in Holland, Mich.,

St. Louis, Mich.,

pays to the Farmers each year more than

j

new and up-to-date, g

Just think of buying a cloak just |

I

.tr*

7
V
> \

f

and Decatur, Ind^ and

1,000,

rpHE

factories in

it,

at half price.

can be dried and those farmers

who have contracts with our factories can
receive this pulp at

Act Quick

Holland and elsewhere

have installed systems whereby the-

A

beet .pulp

when you need

000.00

than

it

a much

cheaper price

takes to haul the wet pulp.

By request we

will give

any farmer

who

asks for the information the benefits derived from the feeding of beet pulp to the cattle.

J. Vandersluis
Holland Factory Located On Westt Fourteenth Street

_

*

Holland City
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News

year. Donations should be made
HOLLAND NEEDS A
“HOPITAL CHRISTMAS1’ Mrs. L. M. Thurber, the treasurer.

“The

THE FLAVOR AND PURITY

to

people of Holland are giving

The cheering report give* out by thousands of dollars for many causes
the hospital committee that Holland far away from home,” said \ir. Stephan, “and that is well and good.
Hoepital so far is more tksu selfBut we should not forget the mission
sustaining so far as the running ex- right at our door. When we have $50,

of

•

Heinz Pure
F ood Products
Are Due Largely to

the Quality of the

Raw

Material

Heins Factories are situated in those parts of the world where soil, climate and skill combine to produce
fruits and vegetables. For the cultivation of materials 60,000 acres of land are needed and at harvest time 40,000 people are rejuired to gather the crops. Throughout the United States and Canada, the Company has located 96 Baiting Stations and 46 Branch Warehouses for the storing and distribution of products,
as well as agencies in the leading commercialcenters of the world.
the

ben

The Main plant

at Pittsburgh,

a mammoth

institution,covers 46 acres of floor space and consistsof 32

Company here has located its own
Box Factory and Tank Factory. Each year thousandsof visitorsare welcomed at the Main
Plant,— people from all parts of the world, who marvel at the massive buildings and are impressed by the

large buildings. In addition to the general offloes and main factory the
Printing Plant,

penses go does not mean that the hos- 000 to spend on missions thousands of
pital is not in need of more funds, ac- miles away it is not unreasonableto
expect at least a few thousand for a
cording to E. P. Stephan of the board.
mission just as worthy right in our own
He declares that lack of money is one city. Bo the amount large or small,
thing that is hampering the work and it can be used to very good advantage.
he believes that the people of Holland It would be a pity to have the work of
this splendid institutionsuffer by lack
are not awake to the splendid oppor-

of funds.”
Mr. Stephan paid a fine tribute to
real service.
C. M. McLean, the president -of the
Mr. Stephan has suggested that the hospital board. He declared Mr. Mr
church societies and other organisa-1 Lean, busy as he is, is giving a great
(deal of time to the work and is cutting
tions get into the game of helping the
• the work of this institutionon
the
hospital to become
great power. same careful and efficient basis that
There are a thousand and one things made his private business a success.
The Holland
All
Hospital officials are
needed that such organieation could
tunity which the hospital offers for

Q. M.— H. Van Lente; Chaplain— J.
Nlos; 0. D.— J. Buchanan; 0. 0.—
E. F. Hiler; Surgeon— 0. Hesselink;
8. M.— B. 0. Scott; Q. M. S.-^I.
Zwemer; Delegate— L. De Kraker; Alternate— J. Buchanan.
The W. K. C. elected the following:
President — Mrs. Katie Hofsteen; Senior Vice President— Anna Lawyer;
Junior Vice President — Betta Orr;
Chaplain— Ella Thompson; TreasurerMay Hiler; Conductor—Mrs. Cronkright; Guard— Mrs. Churchill. The
delegates chosen wore — First, Mary
Wilms; second, Mrs. Churchill; First
Alternate — Edith Phillips;second alternate,Edith Moomy.

HOLLAND BUSINESS
MEN AGAIN GET STUNG

Peter Breen, who is a carpenter in
Holland and did a contracting business
went into bankruptcya few days ago,
leaving debts aountmg to $i, 065.65
with nothing to pay it but $190 which
the following: President, C. M. Me is exempt. The first meeting of credsupply, in the line of bandages and
Lean; vice-president,I. Marsilje;,sec itors will be held December 24th beother articles. Mr. Stephan suggest- retarv, Henry Winter; treasurer,Mrs. fore Referee Corwin at Grand Rapids.
A list of the ereditore follows:—
ed that women throughout the city L. M. Thurber; Executive committee,
Diekcma, Kollen & Ten Cate, Holland,
G.
E.
Kollen,
A.
Visseher,
A.
Harringmake this a “Hospital Christmas,” by
$135; E. J. Smitter, Zeeland, $65; Huton, E. P. Stephan and C. M. McLean.
doing much needed sewing for the hosAdvisory Committee,. James A. Brouw bert Tanis, Hamilton, $61; Bert Sraitpital instead of making little frumpy er and E. E. Fell; Finance committee, ter, Lucas, $132; E. Van Dam, of
articlesfor one another as Christmas Henry Geerlings, I. Marsilje and Mrs. Dreqthe, $37; Mrs. R. Hunderman, of
Drenthe,$50; First State Bank $50,
presents. Those who wish to help L. M. Thurber; House Committee, B. Steffens Bros. $250, Robberts Bros.
P. Donnelly, H. F. Bos, N. Bosch, Mrs.
can call up Miss BarenSe who will be
G. W. Browning and J. Vandersluis. $8, Geo. Ter Haar, $10, John Lambers
$5, Fred Tinholt $14, Geo. Saggers $1,
glad to show what is most needed.
0. DenBleyker $4, Simon DenUyl $1.85
Another thing that the hospital G. A. R.
Jacob Wolfert $2, H. R. Brink $1.36,
needs badly now is money. The deW. R. 0.
Lokker-RutgersCo. $14, French Cloak
mand for hospital service has grown
Co. 12.75, George Piers $2, Nick Dykema $2.75, 0. J. Cowan $4, Martin
so fast that the equipment has to be
The A. C. Van Raalte Post, No. 262, Dekker .$4, J. P. Huyser $13, G. Cook
enlarged much more rapidly than was
! G.
A. K. and the A. C. Van Raalte $11, George Hoekstra$6.50, De Grondanticipated. All the directorsare busy
! chapter of
the W. R. C. No. 231 held wet Pub. Co. $17, Sentinel Pub. Co.
men who cannot7 be expected to go , their election of officersWednesday. $15, Nienhuis ft ftKnoM $20.84, Dr. W.
out soliciting funds. But the money is The following were elected by the G. G. Winter, $9, Dr. D. G. Cook $2, Holland Fuel Co. $12, Scott-Lugers Lumneeded and Mr. Stephan suggeirtedthat A. R.:
Commander— G. Van Schelven;Sen ber Co., $4, Heneveld ft Hammers, of
the people of Holland remember the
ior V. C.-J. Wise; Junior V. C.— L. Graafsehap $21.35; Herman Poll, Cenhospital in their Christmas giving this De Kraker; Adjutant—J. Grootenhuis; tral Lake $17.25.

a

AND

clean, sanitary methods of food preparation.

HOLD
ANNUAL ELECTIONS

Some

57 Varieties

of the

Heinz Spaghetti

Heinz Cream Sonp

Ah! That's real Spaghetti!Beady
cooked in delicioustomato and cheese

Tomato— Peae— Celery. Just fresh
vegetables and cream properly season-

sauce.

ed.

Heinz Vinegar

Heinz Plum Padding

Malt — Cider— 'White. Sold in pint,
quart and half -gallon bottles, Ailed and
sealed in the Heins establishment

Made according to the beet English
traditions. Exceptional flavor, light
and wholesome.

Heinz Fig Pudding

Heinz Mince Meat

The newest of the 67

varieties,—

a

rich, yet light fig dessert, suitable for

any occaaion.

News Readers

Luscious, Juicy pies for the wintertime,— made from mince meat that
is cleanly prepared from the best ma-

Vl/E

have this year a very attractive line of mer-

terials.

chandise from which
lection for every

Anything that’s Heinz

H. J.

is

Safe to

Buy

easy to

member of the

make a

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH

family, prices as

LONDON

Book, Bibles, Albums, Kodaks, Pictures, Purses,
Calenders, Music Rolls, Typewriters

and a splendid line

Ivory, Brass, Leather,

SERVICE
That's

What You Get When You Buy

“BROWNWALL”
Pumps Water

V\

Grinds Feed

se-

low as 5c and as high as $100.00.

HEINZ COMPANY

NEW YORK

it is

3, 4, 6,

and paper

novelties,

in

Wooden

which are

pretty as well as useful.

Look us over now while you
are out shoping

and 10

Greeting Cards and Booklets

1c to

25c

Horse Power

Churns, Washes

Water Cooled
Milks, Sprays
Cuts Ensilage

Henry R. Brink

Saws Wood
1\ 4 and

Cream Separator
Fanning

Holland, Mich.

48 East Eighth Street

Runs Grind Stone
6 H. P.

Air Cooled

Mill, Etc.

7840— Expires Dec. 28

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

And

real service at that. Service that counts with your pocketbook. You don't lose any time on account
of delays we are right here near you and ready to lend a helping hand at all times. We guarantee our engines
for life and are always ready to stand behind them and keep you satisfied.

BROWNWALL engines are of the latest money saving design,and are built so that they will last for years
and save you money on fuel and upkeep. You can operate one yourself without any experience a« they are so
simple that you can hardly go wrong. After you an engine from us and use if for a while and feel that you
want it inspected and adjusted, bring it down to the factory and we will do it for you without charge to you
If you have one now and want to bring it in we will be glad to have you. SAVE MONEY
and see us
before buying.

NOW

Brownwall Kerosene Engines
310-HORSE

POWER

The Logical Power for You
With the extreme high cost of gasoline,and Ihe tendency to go stUl higher, the Brownwall Kerosene
Burning Engine will mean a big saving to engine users. In fact it soon pays for itself in the savin* affected
You not only secure an economical engine to operate but a powerful ever ready assistant for doing your work
speedily,efficiently and at the right time. An investmentin a Brownwall pays dividends in the shaoe of a
bigger success in your work and complete power
* *

satisfaction
THE

Brownwall Engine

4 Puli

to.

We wish you

Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At s session of said Court, held st
the Probate Office In the City of
Grand Haven, in said county, on the

a

all

Merry Christmas

Dec, A. D. 1917.
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
11th day of

AND A

In the Matter of the Estate of
Shubael T. Armstrong, Deceased.

Happy New

Elizabeth Berkhoff having filed

Y

ear

her petition praying that sn instru-

Let us furnish you your Xmas
and New Year dinners.
They say everything is high now
days

but;Try Us for a

;

person. And having

filed

all exemplified copies reqired

h}

statute.

Ordered, That the 7th day of
Jan. A. D., 1918, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, at said Probate Office
he and is hereby appointed for
hearing said petition.
It la Further Ordered.That public
notice thereof he given by publication
of a copy of this order, for three successive -weeks previous to said day of
hearing, in the Holland City News a
newspaper printed and circulated la

ROBBERT BROS.
Meat Market
West

suitable

It is

change

114

ment, duly admitted to Probate in
the State of Ulinoie be admitted toProbate and Recorded in Michigan
and that administrationof said estate be granted toGeorge E. Kollen
of Holland, Michigan, or soma other

JAMBS
I6th St.

J.

DANHOF,

noiu'hu city iVeu
much. I take my Bible to the river
bank or ao, and can have a little quiet
Bible atudy that way. We get mail

Letters From the Trent

mi*

7786— Expires Dec. 15

•TATI OF MICHIGAN— THB

to®

•

Expires Feb. 16, 101B

NOTICE TO TAXPAYER! OF LAKE-

MORTOAOE BALE

TOWN TOWNSHIP

WHEREAS,

default has been made in the
payment of the moneys secured by a mortgage, dated April 14th, A. D. one thousand

Miss Ruth Keppel, Holland

violia

teacher,will be unable to meet her pu«
pill this week on account of illness,—
I will b« xt Grtsfschap at Henoveld Grand Haven Tribune.
k Rrimink itore to collect taxes the
following dates, Dee. 11, 18, 26 and
7846— Expirea Dec. 22
January 8, and at Gibson itore Dee.
iTATI OF MICHIGAN— THC
20 and Jan. 9. At home Friday ’i the
bata Court for the County of Ol
hour! 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
tawa.
8. B. WOLTERS,
3t51
Treaaurer.
At a session of aaid Court, hoi!
at
Probate
Office In the City ot
7030— Expires Dec. 20
Grand Haven In aaid County, on tho
•TATI OF MICHIGAN—
Fra
1917.
bate Court for tha County r 4ih day of Drc , A

bate Court for tho County of Ot
here only once a week.
tawa
I am feeling a little blue. They dinine hundred and two. executedby Jacob
In the matter of the eataia of
A akeke Sr., and Hubertha Wabeke, his wife,
Letter from AofusU Nleuema, None vided our troops almoat in half, and
of the Township of Olive, Ottawa County
Aart Timmer Deceased.
laent them to unknown parts in an awIn Fnnce
Michigan, to the Council of Hope College, a
None*
tftv«n that (our mouin Corporation, of Holland, Michigan,which
I ful rush. These boys are moat like
Dear Peoplesaid
mortgage was recorded in the office of
.
„
. . ,
i brothers here in a wild country. Some,
from the 26th of Nov. A. D. 1917,
the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa County,
At last mail has arrived. It has been i am 8ure| embrace each other as if
Michigan, on the 5th day of May, A. D. one
nearly three weeks since the last was they were brother and sister. But hav* d** n allowed loi oradllors to praaau thousand nine hundred and two, at eight
delivered and we were fearing the sea never a tear is shown, but down in m«ir claims against said deesasod lo sai. o'rlock A. M. in Liber 70 of Mortgagea, on
court (oi sxaminallon and a<i)ustm*u>
had claimed some. I received the box their hearts they hide it like a man, and that all oradllors of said dtcoaa*4 ax page 153 and
the amount claimed to he due
of eats sometime ago. Those fruit and just simply say “Good luck to required lo prosenl their claims to sal> onWHF.RKAS
said mortgage at the date of thu notice,
cakes were delicious as was everything, you old boy — we’ll meet you across court, at tho Probate Office In th# city o- is the sum of eight hundred fifty-eight and
Grand Haven. In said county, cm or
seventy six hundredths ($i«5it.76) dollars, Ottawa.
else and I want to thank all of you for the pond."
Present, Hon. James J. ' Danhof,
principal and interest,and the further sum
all the time and trouble you expended
At a aeialon of aaid Ccun, bole Judgo of Probate
Detachment is a lot of fun. We are fore the 26th day of March, A. D. 1918 of thirty-eightand fifty-five hundredths
upon it. Had a letter from Sadie’s some twenty miles from Eagle Pass, and that said slaim* will t>e heard bv sale ($38.55) dollars,taxes paid by said morlga at the Probate Office In the City o?
In the matter of the eatate of
gee. and the further sum of twenty ($20)
father, Reka and also a short letter and are now doing actual service on
court on Thursday, the 28th day of March dollars as an attorneyfee provided for by statute Grand Haven In said County, on th*
Johan Risselada, Derated,
from Mrs. Post as secretary of the W. the border. Even this morning, while
A. 1). 1918 at ten o’clock in the forenoon and in said mortgage, and which is the whole Oth day of Decetnher,A. D. 11)17.
C. T. U. Have not yet received the one one of our patrols, O'Brien and t
lioukje Risseladahaving tiled her
amount claimed to be unpaid on sdid mortDated November, 26 A. D. 1917
gage and no suit or proceedings having been
music. Perhaps it will come later. were alone, and had our hands ready
Present, Hon. Jamei J. Danhof petition praying that an inatmat law or in equity, to recover the Judge of Probate,
JAME8 J. DANHOF, instituted
Have written home nearly every week. on one of our patrols, O’Brien and I
debt now remainingaeyured by said mortment filed in said court he ndmitted
Evidently my letters have not been re- the Mexicans that try to get across Judge of Probate
gage nor any part thereof,whereby the powin the mailer ol the estate oi
to Rrohate as the Inst will and teatceived either. Am on duty ever day ex- the border with goods here. This comer of sale containedin said mortgage has
Jane Zoerman, Deceanedbecome operative,
cept Sundays in the dental department. ing week we are going to search for
ament of said deceased and that adEiplrn Peb. 10, 1018
NOW THEREFORE, Notice is hereby givOur work is still very light. The news- cattle thieves that stole some 20 head
Herman Zoerroan having Hied in mimistrationof eaid esialc he granten
that by virtue of the said |>ower of sale
MORTOAOE SALE
papers state that our boys are in the from this 500,000 acre ranch two
and in pursuanceof the statute in such case
and provided, said mortgage will be aaid court hia linal ad mini at rat ion ed io lioukje Rihselada tr soma
trenches and have been for two weeks. night ago. I expect if we see them
WHKKKAR. default hat been made in the made
foreclosedby a sale of the premises therein account, and bis petition pmying other anitukle perton.
That means that we will be gettin;; we’ll have to fight,
L’nclo
mirTS?,,"!.
«. described at public auctionto the hichest
It la Ordered, That
wounded “ Sammies ” before long no protection,and it is up to us to give thouiand nine hundred and fourteen, exe- bidder, at the north front door of the Court for the allowance I hereof and for
House, in the City of Grand Haven, in said ahtugiimentand din i .(in of the
doubt. I hope this war won’t claim it to him.
cuted by Jacob Wabeke, and Hubertha Wathe 3rd day of Jna , A. I). 1918.
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, on
beke, hi» wife, of the city of Holland, Otvery many U. 8. victims altho it seems
I am having a good time. We have
r aidue of aaid estate.
al ten o'clock in the forenoon, at aaid
tawa County, Michigan,to the Council of Monday, the eighteenth day of February, A
inevitablethat many will never return. the greatest of weather now, and but Hopo College, a corporation, of Holland, D. one thousandnine hundred and eighteen,
probate office is hereby pointed
at two o'clock in the afternoon of that day.
It ia Ordered, That the
The other day a lad from one of the little to do, except ride a horse to Michigan, and Vich aaid mortgage
_ . waa rewhich said premises are described in said
in Ail.* nne rorded in the otfee of the Kegiater of Deed*
camps came in to have his teeth looked make patrols, ILast ween iI made
for hearing aaid petition;
7th day of January, A. I). 1918
one, o( 0lUwi Count- Michigan,on the 22nd mortgage as follows:
after. Incidentallyhe told us that four and then went hunting, and covered
Lot* numbered thirteen (13). sixteen (10)
day of July, A. 1>. one thouiand nine hunIt la Further Ordered, That pubtta
d twenty-four (24) in Slagh's Addition to at ten o'clock in the forenoon at aair
of his brothers had been killed while some 65 miles in all. Not a thing to dred and fourteen, at nine o'clock A. M.
the City of Holland. Ottawa County. Mlrhthe had not heard from another brother eat from 2 A. M. to 6 P. M. except in Liber 102 of Mortgagei, on page 137, and gan. according to the recorded plat thereof, probate office, be and » her;by ap notice thereof be given by pablloaand his father (who were also in the a small box of hard tack. That, and WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due of record in the office of the Register of pointed for extmining and allowing tlon of a copy of ents order, for three
successiveweeks previous to aaid
trenches) for a long time. His family a canteen of water, was diyided be- on the aaid mortgage at the time of thia no- Deeds, - of Ottawa County, Michigan.
tice ia three hundred sixty five and thirtyBa:d account i.nd hearing aaid peDated. Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1017,
day of heariig, In the Holland City
lived in Ireland and he had left for tween the three of us. We shot two four hundredthi (1365.34) dollara, princiCouncil of Hope College Mortgager tition,
News a newapaper printed and
America just before the war. He is deer, and eat deer and duck all the pal and Interest,and the furtheraum of Diekema. Kollen k Ten
•
and aix hundredth! ($14.06) dolAttorneys for Mortgagee.
now a U. 8. soldier.Gen. Petain of time now. There are deer galore here. fourteen
It la Further Ordered, That publlt lated In aaid countjr.
lara, taxes paid by said mortgagee, and the BusinessAddress— Holland, Michigan.
the French army visited our hospital
notice there f be given by nubllca
further sum of fifteen f*15) dollars,aa an
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Your loving son,
attorney fee provided for by statute, which
last week. He made quite a nice little
tlon of a copy of thia ord*r, fo;
A true cony. Judge of Probate.
James G. Weersing. ia the whole amount claimedto be due on
ExpiresFeb. 16. 1018
speech to the nurses and said he wa*
three aucceaslreweeks previous tc WILFOBD F. KIEFT
MORTOAOE SALE
said mortgage and no suit or proeeedisga
Troop F. 14th Cav., Eagle Pass, Tex.
glad that the American soldierscould
having been inatitutedat law or in equity. WHEREAS default has been made in the said day of hearing, In the Holland
Register of Probate.
have their own women here to take
—
to recover the debt now remainingsecured payment of the moneys securedby a mort City News a newspaper printed and
l
by aaid mortgage; nor any part thereof, gage, dated July 10th, A. D. one thousano
care of them. He thot it would give
NOTICE
OLIVE TOWNSHIP whereby the pewer of sale contained in aaid nine hundred and twelve, executed by Jacob circulated In aaid county.
them more courage and sort of brace
7829- ExpiresDec. 22
mortgage has become operative.
Wabeke and Hubertha Wabeke, his wife, of
JAMES J. DANHOF,
them up to know that they would be
NOW THEREFORE. Notice ia hereby given the city of Holland, Ottawa County,MichiSTATE
OF MICHIOAN— The Probote
TAX PAYEE!.
that by virtue of the said Power of Sale gan. to the Council of Hope College, a corwell taken care of. He had a very
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
and in pursuanceof the statute in such case poration of Holland, Michigan,which aaid
gracious and unassuming personality.
o. ii t\ __
in im* ami t« n ni>de •nd provided, said mortgage will be mortgage waa recordedin the olfice of the WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
In the Matter of the Eatate ef
Last Saturday evening Dr. De Vine
Starting December 10, 1917 till Jan. foreclosed by a sale of the premise! therein Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, MichiKeptter of Probata.
from Columbia University talked to us 10, 1918, I will be at the following describedat public auction to the highest gan, on the 12th day of July, A. D.. one
Anna Hallar alias Anna Huiskens, Deabout the Red Cross. It is planning to places to collect taxes. At home every bidder, at the north front door of the court thousandnine hundred and twelve at eightceased.
p M...
£!«*- Tin nir tVin house, in the city of Grand Haven, in aaid twenty o'clock, A. M. in Liber 10& of mort
start clinics and public health work Friday, att he First State Bank, the Countjr o( otuwa, and state of Michigan. gagex on page 86, and
Notice is hereby given that four* months
7849— Expires Dec. 29
among the destituterefugees in the cit- 15th, 22nd, 29tb, of December, 1917, on Monday, the eighteenth day of February,
WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due
from
the 1st of Dec. A. D., 1017, have
and
the
5th
of
January
1918;
at
BorA.
D.
one
thousand
nine
hundred
wd
oighon
.aid
mortgage
at
the
date
of
thia
notice
STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Proies of which this city has seventeen
is the sum of twelve hundred twelve and
been
allowed
for creditors to present
0
t'»'k
,h'
4housand alone. The American Red culo .1 Koop’, .tore the 18th of
bate
Court
for
the
County
of
Otday, which aaid premisesare described in ninety-seven hundredthi($1212,07)dollars,
their claims against said deceased to said
the 2nd of January, said mortgage, as follows:
Cross and Y. M. C. A. it seems to me comber 1917 and the
principal and interest,and the further sum tawa.
Lot seventeen(17) of SteketeeBrothers of twenty-seven and forty hundredths
are doing wonderful work both for 1918 and at W.at Olive the 20th of
At a session of said Court, held at court of examination and adjustment,and
Additionto the City of Holland, Ottawa ($27.40)dollars, taxes paid by said mort“our boys” and France too. A number December,1917 and the 8th of January County,Michigan, according to the recorded gagee.
the
Probate Office In the City of that all creditors of said deceased are reand the furthersum of thirty five
plat thereof, of record in the office of the ($35) dollars, as an attorney fee, provided Grand Haven In said County, on the quired to present their claims to said court,
of our nurses are still away at various 1918.
at the probate office,in the City of Grand
PHILIP VINKEMULDER, Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,Miehi- for by statute, and which is the whole
stationsnear the front. They are havamount claimedto be unpaid on said mon Ol day of i p A.
1917
Haven, in said County or or before the lat
Treasurer, i*0,
(3t51
ing excitingexperiences.
i Also all that part of the northwestquar- gage, and no suit or proceedings having been
Augusta.
Present, Hon. Jar ea J. Danhof, day of April A. D. 1918, and that said
— O
_ ter of the northeast quarter of
Section institutedat law or in equit- to recover the
claims will be heard by said court on
thirty-two (32) in Township five (5), north debt now remainingsecured by said mort Judge of Probate.
gage; nor any part thereof, whereby the
Thursday, the 4th day of April A. D, 1918
A Matter of Urd.ret.ndln,.
Wbrih:h;;hu.i,’
wer of sale containedin said mortgage
In the matter of the estate of
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dec. 2, 1017
The fellow Who doesn’t understand line of Seventeenth street; on the K» become operative,
Dated
December,! A. D. 1917.
NOW
THEREFORE.
Notice
is hereby givsouth
side
by
a
line
-tinning
paralFrances
Costing,
Deceased.
Dear Parents:
how the other fellow succeedsprob- lel therewith and sixty-six (66) feet south en that by virtue of the said Power of Hale
JAMES J. DANHOF,
and
in
pursuance
of
the
statute
in
such
case
I am on detachment now, and am ably can't understand his own lock of therefrom; bounded on the east aide by the made and provided, said mortgage will be Frans Costing having filed iu said
i west margin linfc of College Avenue, and
Judge of Probate.
success.—
Exchange.
having a lot of fun. I didn't get the
foreclosedby a sale of the premises therein court his pttitiou praying that the
I bounded on the west aide, by the east boun
two packages of nuts and the good
I dary line of lot twenty-four (24) of VanDen described at public auction to the highest
administration of said estate he NOTICE or MEETINO IT TOWNSHIP
j Berg's Addition Number one, to VanDen bidder at the north front door of the Court
-old home-made raisin cookies ti'i yes
BOARD
Berg's plat, all situated iu the City of Hoi- House, in the City of Grand Haven, in granted to Frans Costing or some
terday. A couple days late, but that is
said county of Ottawa,and Stato of Miehi
CombinationIs
I land. County of Ottawa, and State of Miehi
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
other
suitable
person.
gan. on Monday, the eighteenth day of
nothing, for Thanksgivingand Sunday
"We rauRt." soys
Fays Roger nuumm,
Robson, J *,nB* it known, That on the Sixth day of DoFebruaryA. D., one thousand nine hundred
is like all other days here. It surely
waa fllad
Dated, Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1017.
“have the courage to put merit before
and eighteen, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon,on It is Ordered. That the 7lh day of t-emlierA. D. 1017, an ai.uliration
with the Towmhip Board of Dark Town
was a surprisefor I expected nothing,
Council of Hope College, Mortgagee. that day, which said premises are described Jan., A. D. 1918, at ten o’clock in ahlp, Co. of Ottawa for the cleaning out of •
wealth." But don’t despise the two
in said mortgageas follows:
since you sent me a couple of cakes
When Combined.— Boston Advertiser. Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
The north forty-two (42 » feet of lots the forenoon,at said probate office certain Drain, which aaid Drain waa deaertb
only a short time ago. I surely apI Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
ed in aaid application aa fotlowa, to wit:
fifteen(15) and sixteen '16' in Wabeke 'a
BusinessAddress— Holland,Michigan.
preciate it and thank you ever so
Auaiiion
io me
Additionto
the City of Holland. Ottawa be and is hereby appointed for No. 23 Drain in Park Township, the s«|4
drain nreda cleaning and deepeningtha onCounty, Michigan, accordingto the recorded
hearing said petition.
tire length. Berinningon the line hetwoon
•iat thereof,of record
i
in the office of the
\
ande- "-,-T
* ().
........
Vanden
Brink and* A
Wittrvwi and
Register
egistcr of Deed
Deeds of Ottawa county, Mich
It is Further Ordered, That public
igan.
follow aaid drain ui. to half of Henry W»notice thereof be fiven by publication terway and that it ia nrceaagrythat aaid
Dated, Koy. 22nd. A. D. 1917.
drain lie cleaned out of brush, loga, asnd
Council of Hope College, Mortgagee.
of a copy of this order, for three auc that found iu way into the drain, (liat aaid
Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
ceialve weeks prevloua to aaid day ol drain ia l.wated in the Townahip of Park,
Now, Therefore. Be it Further Known That
BusinessAddress — Holland.Michigan.
virtue of the power veater In me, by the
bearing. In the Holland City Newa a
atatutee in auch <a«e made end provided, I
ExplrssMarch 0, 1018
newspaper printed and circulated l£ hereby deiignate that on the itlth day of
MORTOAOE SALE
December A. D.. 1017, at 2 o'clock in the
aaid county.
afternoon, at the reaidsnre of Bram WiM«WHEREAS, Default has been mailr in the
n in the Townahip of Park and County
payment of the moneys securedby a mort
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Ottawa, Stale of Mirhigan, aa the time
gage dated the 16th day of February, in the
(A true copy.) Judge of Probata ana place of meeting to consider and Uka
year one thousand eight hundred and eightyaction
on aaid application for the purpose
seven, executed by Johannes Vliek and HerWILFOBD F. KIEFT,
determining whether or not aaid proposed
smiiim
viicn,ilia
mina Vliek,
his wife, ui
of »IIC
the city of Holland,
Drain la nrceaiary and conducive to the pubOttawa County, Mirhigan,
as
**'
as parties of tho
Register of Probate.
health, ronvenirnraand welfare; at
first part, to Tobyas Koffers of Holland, Otwhirh time and place aforeaaid all persona
tawa County.Mirhigan. as party of the secinterested
or owning land liable to aaaaaa.
ond part, which said mortgage was recorded
7717— Expires Dec. 29
ment for benefits,or whoae lands may be
in the olfice of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County. Michigan, on the 23rd day of STATE OF MICHIOAN— Tha ProbaU Coun traversed by said Drain, may appear for or
against said drain proceedings, and are notiFebruary, A. I)., one thousandeight hundred
for tha Ojunty of Ottawa.
eighty-seven, at eight o'rlock.
o’rloek, in
in the foreAt • aesaion of uid court held at th* fied to meet and offer their reason* why
noon, in Liber 16 of 3Mortgageson page 430; ProbaU Office in tha City of Orand Havas said petitionor prayer should or should not
granted.
and
D. H. CHRISTOPH EL,
WHEREAS said mortgage was duly as in said County, on 'the 6th day of
signed by an assignmentin writing made
Township Clerk, by Order of Twp Board.
)erember,
A.
D.
1917.
and executed by the said Torbaa Koffers of
Dated this Hixth day of December, 1017.
Holland, Ottawa County, Mirhigan, on the
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Utb day of August, one thousand eight hun.
dred ninety-nine,assigning and transferring Judge of Probate.
said mortgage to Bertha Vugtevcen,of the
(ExpireaD»c. 29, 1017)
In tha matter of tha aatato
Township of Orerisel, Allegsu county, Mich,
MORTOAOE BALE
and which assignmentwas recorded in the
Aart Oudemool, Deceased.
Whereaa, default baa been made in tha
County,Mirhigan, on the 16th day of AtigCounty,Michiyan, on the 16th day of Aug
Martin Oudemool having filed in the conditions of a mortgagedated November
twenty-aecond, 1010, executed by Herman A.
ust, in the year one thousandeight hundred
said
court his final administration Gunter and Hens (Junior,hie wife, mortgagninety-nine,at 8 o'rlock, in the forenoon, in
of the City of Grand Rapids, Kent
Liber 51 of Mortgageson page 578. and
account, and his petition praying ors,
County,Mirhigan to Dirk Mulder* jnortgagea.
WHEREAS said mortgage was duly asof
the
aatnn place, which mortgage ia of
signed by an assignmentin writing made or the allowance thereof and for
record in the office of the Register of Deeds
and executed by the said Bertha Vugetveen,
of the Township of Overisel, Allegsu Coun the assignment and distribution of for Ottawa County, Miehigan, in Liber 87 of
Mortgage!on page 305, on the twenty-ninth
ty. Mirhigan, on the first day of Novemlt. r, the residue of said estate,
November, 1010,
one thousand nine hundred and six, assign
And by reason of aurh default there la
ing and transferring said mortgage to Peter It is Ordered, T hat the 7th day
claimed lo be due upon the debt secured by
Maas, of Holland, Ottawa Cqunty.Michigan,
snd which assignmentwas recordedin the of Jan-, A. D. 1918 at ten A. M. aaid mortgage,for principal, interest and
an attorney fee providedin aaid mortgage,
Office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
at said Probate office, be and is here
the aum of Eight Hundred Ninety and 20.100
County, Miehigan. on the 5th day of Decern
($800.20) Dollara, and no suit nor protier, in the year one thousand nine hundred by appointed for examining
ceeding! at law or in chancery having been
and six, at three o'clock in the afternoon, in
allowing said account and hearing instituted to recover the amount duo, aa
Liber 70 of Mortgageson page 417. and
aforeaaid,or any part thereof.
WHEREAS the amount rlaimed to be due said petition.
Now, Therefore, notice ia hereby given
on said mortgage at the date of this notice
that by virtue of the power of sale in aaid
is the sum of two hundred thirty two and
It la Further Ordered,That pubUr mortgage contained and of the alatutea of
rventeen hundredths ($232.17) dollars,
Michigan in such rase made and provided,
principal and interest,and the further sum notices thereof be* given by publics
the undersignedwill aell at public autcion.
of fifteen($15) dollars,as an attorney fee. tlon of a copy of this order, for threv
lo the highest bidder, at the front door of
provided for by the statute and in said
the Court House in the City of Orand Haven,
mortgage,and whirh is the whole smount successive weeks prevloua to said day where the Circuit Court for Ottawa County
(aimed due and unpaid on said mortgageot of hearing In the Holland City News la held, on Haturday, the twenty ninth day
this time;
December,A. D., 1017, at ten o'clock in
NOW THEREFORE, Notice is hereby giv a newspaper printed and circulated of
the forenoon, the premiaea described in said
en that by virtue of said power of sale in Id said county.
mortgage, which are aa follows,to-wit:
said mortgage contained and fully set forth
Situate in tha Township of Jameatown,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
and in pursuanre of the statutes of this
Ottawa County, Michigan,described aa
state in surh rases made and provided, aaid
Judge of ProbaU.
followa — All that part of the Sonthmortgage will he forerlosed by a sale of (A Tmc Copy)
eaat quarter (\) of Sectiontwentythe premises thereindescribedat public
eight (28) in Township five (5) North
auction to the highest bidder at the north WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
of Ranre thirteen(13) West, ComRegister of Probete.
front door of the Court House in the City of
mencing at the Southeast corner of said
Grand Haven, in the said County of Otlawa.
quarterlection; running thence North
and State of Michigan, on Monday tho 11th
eighteen (18) rods; thence Weat two
day of March, A. D. one thoigiand nine hun
NOTICE
(2) rods; thence in a Southwesterly
*
dred and eighteen, at two o'clock in the
direction to a point ten (10) rods Weal
afternoon, on that day, w-hich said premises
Taxpayersof Park Township:— I will
and nine (9) rods North of the Section
are described in said mortgage as follows
thence South nine (0) rods;
bo at the followingplaces from Doe. 10 , lines
All that part of lot numbered one (1)
thence Fail ten (10) roda to the place
Block numbered aixty-one (81) commencitig 1917 to Jan. 10, 1918, inclusive, to cob
of beginning,containingone hundred
at a point on the north line of said lot one lect taxes.
forty-four (144) square roda of land.
all
(1), one hundred and fifty (150) feet east
Dated at Grand Rapids. Michigan, this Aral
First State Bank, Dec. 10, 15, 18,
from the east line of the right of way of the
day of October, A. D., 1017.
DIRK! MULDER.
Chicago and West Michigan Railroad Com 24, 29, 31, Jan. 5, 10.
first
Central Park Grocery, Dec. 12, 19, 26 Jacob Steketee,
pany, where said east line of said right
way intersectsthe north line of lot two (2) and Jan. 2 and 9.
Attorneyfor Mortgagee,
in said Block sixty-one (61). from said
87 Monroe Avenue,N. W.
At home, near Ottawa Beach every Grand Rapida. Michigan.
point of beginning, the boundary line to run
I shall be at my office on every Week day from the first Monday in December to and east on the north line of said lot one. to the Friday.
0
northeast eorner of said lot; thence south
JACX)B
WITTEVEEN,
Treas.
the east line of said lot one (1) to the
including the 24th day of December, between the hours of 8:30 a. m. and 5 p.
and on on
southeast corner thereof, thence west on the
(3t51.)
south line of said lot one (1) to a point so
Tuesdays and Saturdays until 8:30 p. ra. And from the 25th to the 31st day of December that a line runningnorth therefrom and par
.
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Collection of

TAXES

'

To the Tax Payers of
the City of
NOTICE

Holland

HEREBY GIVEN-That

IS

the

Gen-

Tax Rolls of the several Wards of the City of Holland have been delivered to me for the Collection of
Taxes therein levied, and that said taxes can be paid to
eral

me

at

my

office, in the

and 11th Street,

1st

Avenue

*

at

Day
t

City Hall, corner River

am

any time before the

—

;

of January Next

;

without any charge for collection, but that five per cent
collection fee will be charged and collected upon
es

remaining unpaid upon said

tyx-

day of January.

-

m.

inclusive,

between the hours

of 8:30 a.

m. and 8:30

p. m.f to receive

payment of such taxes

with the east line of said lot will strike
TAX NOTICE
the point of- beginning on the north line of
said lot (1), said parcel
land beiny
The
Treasurer
of Fillmore Township will
a part of said lot one in block sixty-one.
aforesaid. All accordingto the recorded collecttaxea during December and January
the following designated places:
map thereof on record in the offlee of the at Dec.
17 — At Hartgerink'a
store at May.
ftegi#terof Deeds of said Ottawa County.
Dec.
18 — At Oraafachapat Tien k RutDated, Dec. 7th. A. D. 1017.

allel

WANTED!

of

as are offered me.

Dated Holland, Mich., Dec.

3,

1917

PETER MAAS.

Diekema, Kollen A Ten

Cate

Mortgagee

Attorneys for Mortgagee,
business Address — Holland.Michigan.

Gerrit Appledorn
City Treasurer

Not Then.

The maxim runs: “Put your

best
foot forward"—but suppose you are
being treated by a chiropodist?

gers atore. r
Dec. 10 — At Eaat Saugatuck,at Lubber*
k Co. Store.
Dec. 20 — At Fillmore, Will Kleis' atore.
Jan. 2 — At Hartgerinka.
Jan. 3 — At Oraafachap.
Jan. 8 — At East Saugatuck.
Jan. 9 — At Lubbers k Co., from 0 to 8
o'clock.

Foundry Helpers, Machinists,

Grinders, Laborers.

Ideal working conditions.

Good chance

for advance-

ment.

Holland Furnace Co.

Fridays at my residence.
P.

W. MULDER,

R. R. 8, Holland, Mich,
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Cheerful

"Make His Christmas

The thought that you have given him something

work wonders

will

|

know

— worth w hile

useful

man appreciates the practicalcpfts most. Thus

stone. You have made someone happy and
^ 011

ns a result are

MAX’S STORE

this is primarily a

happy

and come

one

tw’o birds are killed with

yourself.

— a store of practical

Kifts,

where quality is held uppermost

the purchase of stock and our prices will appeal to you on account of the values offered

I

To°

making his Christmas a happy one. While we,

in

nil appreciate Christmas Gifts, a

Qtt,n

you. Check

the

in

list

in today.

No. 5130 Blue Serge Suit,

Clothcraft Suit,

No. 4130 Blue Serge Suit

Sweater Coat,

Belt,

Boxed Holiday Set

Cuff Buttons,

Watch Fob,

Bath Robe,

Umbrella,

Smoking Jacket,

Cane,

Underwear,

Lounging Robe,
Garters,

•

Bag,

Collar

Scarf Pin,
Neckties,

Traveling Bag,

Raincoat,

Shoes

Shirt,

Gloves

Fancy Vest,

Suspenders,

Scarf,

Suit Case,

Handkerchiefs,

Sweater Vest,

Cap,

Hosiery,

Clothcraft Overcoat,

Trunk

Collars,

Muffler,

Hat

Collars and

Suits and Overcoats, Gloves, Etc.

Neckwear

All sorts, colors and styles. Our Motto is:— The best
and most durable Merchandisefor the lowest Price.

We
'•

•w

I —

-n
''

« *

f'>

‘

•<

:

r

r,

N«i v

are especiallywell

apparel. With an

equipped with both

OVERCOAT

N

these articles of wearing

LOKKER-RUTGERS

Our Shoe Department

the cus-

/

tomer need not fear the winter

A*

purchased at

of

lars,

his purchase will save him dol-

frost while

owing to the reasonable prices offered here. Your pocketbook need

not be afraid that

will be emptied here.

it

T
|

Is

mled with the

|

(>f

FOOTWEAR. We

latest

makes

deal with
houses as the

such well known
Our prices are so reasonable that Ralston, Rindge, & Kalmback
•

/
there will always be money

_

SUITS are

left for

of the latest style

future purchases. Our

and of the best material

workmen obtainable.In other words our garments are

Come and

see our

fine

7
Ai

i

Lv

a:

and makeup by

the

unbeatable.

'

GLOVES—

suitable for

Xmas Gifts.

and

otfiers! ^epiUated ?()

|
!

!

assortment of

/W"

OVERCOATS and

^le ^nes*

for

Men,

|at prices
1

8^oe8

^le

make

wor^

SHOES
Women

and Children

that are reasonable

and honest.

Extra — Childrens Shoes

tSU

200 Pairs copper toe shoes for children, good to
kick around in, purchased some time ago at $2.50, will
sell them as long as they last at

at

j

$1.98 per Pair

The Lokker-Rutgers Company
Merchant

Tailoring,.

Clothing, Shoes and Gents’

Furnishings

39-41

E. Eighth St., Holland,

Michigan

WITH USEFUL GIFTS FOR MEN,
For the convenience of our patrons, Our Store
will be open every evening beginning Tuesday

F-

S BOTER A

Citizens Phone

1

663

‘The Store Ahead’

COMPANY
Holland, Michigan

